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The term itself would indicatethat a pronoun is that part of. 
speech which can be used as a noun. But, let us stress one~ 
more that other parts of speech may be us.ed as nouns. ·'11hus, 
--~we_ have, definition-wise, a problem. We c·ann.ot ·define a pronoun 
as'such because it can be use~ in place of a noun when other 
parts of speech can have the same function. 
We have in.dicated, before, that in such sentences as 
The guilty will be punished, 
Over is o.ut, 
1? ishing i.s an exciting sport, 
a part of speech other than a noun is functioning as one. 
In the first sentence, "guilty" is an adjective. In the 
second sentence "Over'' is an adverb, In the third sentence 
'i? ishing" is a verb. That is, 11 guil.ity 11 is an adjective by 
structure; 11 o"'yer 11 is an adverb by structure; and, 11 Fishing 1.' 
is a verb by structure, However, each functions as a nounal. 
It ~can be argued; of course, that a 11 pronoun 1' 
is unique in that the 11 pronoun 11 does not take 
determiner before it. 
used as a noun 
a regular 
Perhaps, then, we need to amend or mend.the definition to state 
that a pronoun is that part of speech that can, like some 
other parts of speech, be used in place of a noun, but that, 
unlike other parts of speech used as nouns,can~ot have a regular 
determiner before it. 
Our regular determiners are those in the subclasses that are 
designated as "Beharts," 11 Cemonstratives 1 11 11 Arti.cles, 11 
''Possessives or Genitives, 1• and 11 Null (~).''Now, our articles 
are 11 a, 1• ''an,~' and ';the. 11 Our demonstrativ~ are 11 this,~ ''that," 
11 these, 11 and 11 tbose. 11 Our 11 Beharts--behavinq as articles--
are composed of s~ch words as ''each,'1 ''every, 1• 11 some,''.and 
"so.vGral, 11 --among others, The Possessives include 11 rny, 11 • 0 your, 11 
11 his,'' ''their,'' ~nd 11 John 1 s 11 --among others. But we are left with 
a problem; 
Null --0-- is a regular determiner. We can have nouns with 
null before them. Appamently, we must have the null before 
every pronoun. Then, we must restate the definition 
by ensuring that while we agree that a pron6un can be used 
for a nou~--as is true of other'parts of speech--the pronoun 
is unique in not taking before it any regular determiner other 
The Pronoun 
Now, let us go back and see where we really are. The pronoun--
by stnucture-- can meet some of the tests of the noun. The 
pronoun can reflect"~ore," 11 fewer, 11 and 'iless. 11 The pronoun 
can reflect the quality of having two or more attributes or 
qualities. The pronoun, like a noun, can have a null before it, 
But, the pronoun cannot have a noun before it. And, the pronoun 
must have null before it. Then, too, in its written form, the 
pronoun cannot have the apostrophe mark for the p~ssessive. We 
are not too enthused about .stating this last means of 
structural indentification because we are then d1aling with 
the written aspects of grammar. We would much rather concern 
ourselves with.the oral aspects, Now, apparently, we are on 
solid ground with respect to distinguishing the noun from the 
pronoun, both structurally and.functionally, 
Let us look at what are called the ~classes" of pronouns. While 
there is some"variation in stating the classes, the classification 
listed below will be that of the substantial majority of 
grammarians, We have the Personal Pronouns, the Pelative 
Pronouns, the Interrogative Pronouns, the Demonstrative Pronouns, 
and the ''Indefinite P·ronouns.'' 
The Personal Pronouns are indicated as 
I We 
You 
He,She,It 
You 
They as for the nominative case. 
Then we have the Personal Pronouns for the objective case as 
Me 
You 
Him, Her, It 
Then, for the 
as 
possessive case 
My, Mine 
Your, Yours 
His, Her, Hers, Its 
Our, O.urs, 
Your, Yours 
Their, Theirs 
TJ S 
You 
Them 
we have the personal pronouns 
We will make only one or two observations here.First, we must 
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note that the regular determiners do not include, for the possessive, 
1'Hers, 11 ~rours,'1 ~odrs, 11 ''Min~ 1 11 and 11 Theirs, 11 Next, we must 
consider the classification of the nominative, the objective, 
and the possessive cases as indicating that we have the one 
speaking (nominative), the one addressed (objective)~ and 
that which possesses or is possessed--the possessive or genitive 
case, 
The Demonstrative Pronouns offer few problems: we have "this," 
"that, 11 these,'' and "those. 1' We have seen that these four words 
can he used ana are u§ed as regular determiners. 
~·- .. -
The Pronoun 
There are three Interrogative Pronouns, and they are used in 
asking questions. We have ''who,'' ''which, 11 and 1'wbat.'1 Now 
the kind of pronoun ~e are speaking about here does meet the 
struc.tural tests for a pronoun. Functionally, al though these 
pronouns, as interrogative, are used in asking questions, 
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each varies. 11 Who 11 has three case forms :'1 who 11 for the nominative, 
11
·whose 11 for the possessive, and ''whom'' for the objective. "Which'' 
and "what" have the same form for the nominative and objective 
cases, but have no possessive form. We might note that the 
Interrogative Pronouns can be used in indirect questions : 
She asked me what he .. wante~. 
Tell me whom you greeted. 
I wonder 
·which you chose. 
Then, too, we can well consider that we can have the following 
pronouns as interron~tives, whoever, whatever, whatsoever, and 
·wh.o so e v .. e;r•. 
We have the relative pronoun. This pronoun is often stated 
in terms of two further suhclasses : we have the simple relatives 
as 1~who, 1' "which, 11 an<l 11 that.'' We have the compound relatives as 
''whatever~''whatsoever~ 1'whoever~ 11 whosoever~~ whosesoever,"'' 
11 whomever~''whomsoever~ 1'whichevef~ and 11 whichsoever." 
Functionally, the relative pronoun has two tasks: first,it is a 
connective 1 and, second, it is a reference word. In the sentence 
''Jerry discovered the blue~ lake which was vast, 11 11 which 11 
connects the clause "which was vast" with the antecedent 
11 lake 11 and ·is QSed instead of ·''lake'' as the subject of the verb 
"was." In the sentence "That is the boy whom you kicked," 
the relative pronoun "whom" is both a connective and the object 
of the verb - "kicked." Now, let us take a look at the 
''''Indefinite '1 Pronouns. We can have a real problem here. 
With respect to the indefinites 11 some,'' ''any,'' 11 all, 1' ''man~," 
''few,'' ''each, 11 and 1'both 11 we have no difficulty. The difficulty 
comes With 11 $0ffieOne, 11 11 $Qfilebody,ll 11 any0Il6t 11 rleverybody,'' 
~everything,'' and ''nobody, 11 --among a few others, These terms 
do not have to accept a null before them. We can, on many 
occasions, us·e our regular determiners before them. F' urthermore, 
we can use the apostrophe for the possessive form. We would 
probably be thinking quite clearly and logically were we to 
consider that in each case we are talking about some one body, 
some one thing, every single body, any onP body, and every 
one thing. Either "thing,• 0£ "hody" has the demand of the 
noun by structure. We would be sound, I helieve, to take 
these compounds and classify them as nouns. 
Then, too, we would do well to call the cardinal a noun. We 
refer, specifically, to "one." "One'' meets all of the tests for 
the noun. It is suggested that you look at the other in~~finites 
not listed here--such as 11 neither, 11 ''aither,'i and 11 another, 11 
Apply the tests for a noun by structure to ail alleged indefinites, 
and you will find that some··shoultl be" classified as nouns 
by structure. 
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The creative act is difficult to pin down. The creative· process 
escapes human comprehension. We need not· be surprised that such js' 
the .case. Without probing into why such a condition is so, we might 
consider that the freely-flowing imagination cannot be 
stopped and cannot be damm~d up. When can we give orders to 
the imagination to cease or to slow down so that we can see images 
in their fleeting movements?' 
The lines of the poem, £°or examp1e, are lines ·which show the 
net results of the process of the imagination, but.they are not the 
process itself. We see traces left, but we cannot understand why 
.. the traces of the imaginative act were made and how they came 
about. 
· Al though we cannot s·top and examine the er.ea ting process, we have, 
in art' and its various forms, the aesthetic object-picture-- poem,' 
bars of music, or simply designs. We can .see the results of the 
act. The product of the acting or the act of creation is before 
us. 
In looking at the end result, or the aesthetic object, of a poem, 
we know as fact that the words are th8re. They are arranged in 
some unusual order. The words may und0rgo such ordinary 
and repeated usage that they fail to evoke an emotive spark. 
In much the same way as we go to the dictionary and look at the 
accentual forms of words we try to dissect each word and derive 
its meaning -in a microcosmic context. The. poem is an entire organic 
unit. There is a problem to be solved, a thesis stated, a theme 
implied, and, usually,.a title to indicate that the poet was.. not 
writing to be writing: he was writing about some thing, some body, 
some idea, some institution, or some event. 
If· a poet or reader decides to consider what?- poem.mean.!}, f.:e 
works in terms of the t.i tle and the range of~·mea:ti.ings which the 
title does carry. Now, ~o meaning is derlve<l--if Gurrey· is 
correct--until and unless some impact has been ma.dP on -thP. nervou~ 
system of the reader--some lasting impact. 
Bottrall, "English Poetry and English" 2 
If a poet or reader decides to consider,what a poem means to 
him, he restricts the range of meanings,, He grasps the lines 
of the poem within the context of his own range of meanings 
or biases. Of course, the critic or reader, or the poet as 
reader and critic, can see an assert:J,on justified to the extent 
that the reader, of any kind, can create a new poem out of the 
poem read-should he so desire. However, the lines of the 
aesthetic object, or the poem , as such, still remain. 
Nevertheless, the critic can create:his own meanings out of the 
poem. However, trouble comes when the critic praises the ai•tis:t 
or condemns the author because of what the critic has made 
from the poet's work ( s). There ,is a need to -distinguish between 
what a critic can do by creatingior re-creating a poem in his 
own terms, and what the original writer produced--in the sense 
of a series of sound units, and/or in the sense of the graphic 
black marks and white soaces which confine or free the words 
which, as a poel!l, constitute the "aesthetic product." 
If a poet's poem is the object of an extended explication by a 
critic, one. might consider that one of two events has taken pla,ce. 
First; if a' critic comes out v;ith the right explli:cation, -
he ·has li:.:r~ci:~a.ted the true poem. If he handles his work out of 
sympathy or empatcy with the or•iginal writer and his words, he 
has created a "brand new poem." Here, we seem to be saying that 
the critic "can never be a loser." All the critic can do, if the 
truth be known, is to produce a written or oral argument about 
the aesthetic object, and th:e argument normally takes the form of 
an analysis. 
Different critics often belong to different schools. The "historical 
critic" makes his utteranci:;s in the form of language patterns 
and tones that have little sympathy for other schools- such as 
the following- the textual, the psychological, the philosophical, 
the sociological, the mythopoeic, and the reportorial, among some 
bthers. Language patterning, skillfully arranged,rnay have the 
disadvantage of taking a reader down one road through the critics' 
ma11euvers, when other roads are equally available. 
Too much emphasis on "m~'aning" as such, and "meaning'' in isolation 
will get us only a short distance along the trip which leads to 
poetic enchantment. The sound patterns, the rhythms, the images, 
.visual and kinaesthetic, and the word play ultimately determine 
the excellence of the, poem. 
But, the solution is not very simple. Although poetry is -made 
with words and not with ideas, the total range of ornaments 
of poetry and figures of speech must lead to the meanings. 
I am not certain that poetry is really made with words. The 
poet and the reader must work with words which stand for the poem. 
The aesthetic obj ·::lct is the poen: 's visual and/or tonal reality. 
However, both words and their tonal features stand for what the 
poem must be. Wor<;ls do carry meanings, and carry nothing else. 
Man's ideas, his attitudes, and his ' .. sensorial makeup ( s) 
demand the kinds of imagery and phonology which carry meanings. 
"-=:;'-~ 
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No one would talk about a painting or piece of music without 
carefully considering the medium, or without considering how the 
artist has used his materials, v.rords are different--not the same 
at all. They have their everyday use and usage. They are 
ordinary. They are precise. They are vavue. The evoke a sense 
of the ineffable. They lead to sensorial responses. Some 
words form the cliche or the worn-out phrase. Others are 
simply familiar and comfortable. In painting and in sculpture, 
the created pattern matters. With poetry, we are in a new world. 
We all believe that we know, better than anyone else. how to 
use words. 
Now, I believe a good poem to be a successful_qnd_sgtisfying 
formal expression of significant attitudinal experiences. 
A good poem should sharpen our perceptions of sensuous forms--
the world of eye, ear, taste, smell, and sound, A good poem. 
should make us different individuals, to the extent that-we 
respond to rhythmical patterns, poetic structure, and poetic 
logic that we had not before met. If we read the poem correctly, 
our sense of values should be altered. We should be aware of 
different emotive responses to different· situations. We should 
be able to distinguish between the sublime and the ridiculous. 
We should be able to tell the cifferences '·between desired -
sentiment and the undesirable sentimenta.Lity. ·vie should oe 
able to distinguish between bathos, as false emotion, and pathos, 
as true emotive response. 
A bad poem is one which allows the reader to become aware 
of a difference between form and content, that does not have 
lines referring back to its initial assertion, that does not 
consistently develpp__ a poetic logic of" feeling t~··1•olie;h haviug 
movements from the more general. to the:·more sp1<cific ~rords. 
When all this is said and hearkened unto, there is the problem 
of experience. Although all words in the poem are found in the 
dictionary, not all of them are known to the reader. We may 
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have instances whe;o.e the w1•iter of the poem, or the speaker in the 
poem,uses ;symbols in ways not understood by the reader. 
W~rdsworth's gatherer of leeches, existing precariously among 
hills and dales, was to the poet a powerful symbol of resolution· 
and independence. The reader. unaware of certain poetic logic, 
or unaware of the nature of the symbol, as literary, or poetic, 
may not understand. 
Wordsworth's "The Solitary Reaper" offers few problems in its 
ear:!.y reference to nightingales and their sdngs and sounds. The 
reader understands the meanings carried by "weary bands pf 
travellers," and "Among Arabian sands," However, they are often 
checked by the "Cuckoo" in the following lines. They have never 
seen or heard of one. What is romantic and exotic to one 
group of readers may be cmmmonplace to another group •• Much can be 
done by IMAGINATION , but imagination is not the same matter as 
EXPERIENCE. Experience with meanin[';s carried by various words 
is often essential in allowing or moving the reader to 
respond with wonder and imagination to the words of the poetic 
statements. 
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That adjectives are hard to define notionally becomes quite 
evident on serious consideration of that part of speech, Foberts, 
in his rynderstandina Grammar* , notes that the assertion that 
nouns name substances and adjectives· indicate qualiti.es does not 
really aid us too mu~h. We run into trouble trying to define 
11 suh~tance" and 11 quality. 11 
Jesperson in his Philosophy'of Grammar considers that we can 
distinquish nouns from adjectives in that adjectives are less 
specialized than nouns. Adjectives, according to the Jesperson 
school of thinking on this score, relate to more things than is 
true of qouns. When an adjective· becomes nounal-- is used as 
a noun-- the adjective applies to fewer things as a nounal 
~han was the casa when the adjective was an adjective. 
~ow, both Jesperson and Poberts, and too many others, run into 
difficuity-~and run others into difficulty-- by not distinguishing 
between structure anq function. In reality, Jesperson and Poberts 
~rr in ~heir assertions that the adjective becomes a noun. The 
adjective becomes no such thing• An adjective by structure 
is always an adjective, but, in some instances the adjective may 
function or behave· as a il'Oiln.;. · 
~berts talks about "blue" as an adjective in the "blue dress," 
Then he indicates that "when blue becomes a noun ('out of the 
blue'). "blue"becomes1 more specializea and does so or.becomes so 
because of its now being a noun. It would be far more appropria~e 
to suggest that when one part of speech is used as another, its 
use as the other part•becomes more specialized. And why should that 
not be the case? However "blue" is by structure an• adjective and 
remains one. That we see fit to use the adjective as a noun 
indicates something about the nature Of our language, We might 
suggest that two things indicated are that we stress the quality 
of a thing at times, rather than the thing itself, and, furth"'er, 
in our idiom, we gai.n freshness ~nd vigor through\ using the 
adjective metaphorically • We suggest,then, that w~distinguish 
carefully part• of speech from others stuucturally , and then 
look to their effects when they function as other p ts of speech, 
But, the adjective does not become a noun--although e can perhaps 
oh:••• an nOjootivo c:• .·. noOn th<Ough mtain d•loti:;: addition•. 
Poberts, 'J tiderstanding 'Graminar,· Ha·rper and Pow, .N.Y •• ·.on. 90ff: r. 
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There are problems with defining the adjective in terms of 
modification, limitation, and description, Let us review the 
problems, It is difficult to see how "modify" can apply, logically, 
to any relationship the adjective may have with respect to the 
agun or pronoun. No change or alteration is made in applying the 
adjective to a. nounal before or after a verb• There is a way 
through which we might use the term "modify" to relate the adjective 
to the noun, or nounal. Here we might say that the speaker's 
or listener's response to an adjective may modify the attention 
or direction from the noun or pronoun to its quality. That is, 
in using the assertion " gray cat: with relation to the "cat" 
.we may modify "cat" by changing our interest or concern in the 
cat to its " grayness." We will have to change the traditionil 
verbalizing on this modification score to Bring about this new 
view or slant to "modification." 
Then, "limit" is a problem, for certainly we cannot limit the nounal 
as such by placing an adjective in a prenominal or postnominal 
position. But, we can limit the speaker's attention or the 
listener's attention to the quality or attribute of the nounal. 
We are more sensitive to the term "describe" with reference to 
Wha€ an adjective is alleged to do to the nounal, To describe any 
thing, idea, event, institution, or person,'We WOUld 1 in effect, 
need to consider every quality or characteristic that nounal 
does, in reality, possess, · Even could that be done~-which is far 
from likely-- listing all the qualities might reveal all that 
can be known about the nounal, but not what the nounal is, in fact, 
or essence. Thus, the "descriptive" label for an adjective is far 
from satisfactory. But an adjective does mark something about 
the nounal. The adjective does signal something about the nounal, 
The adjective, used by itself, for a nounal does signal the fact that _ 
for the time or place the quality is so important that it merits 
in a particular context being considered as "that spoken about," 
Thus, if we say "The miserable" shall be pitied, being miserable 
has such significance that the quality becomes the noun. (The 
psycholinguistical support for this position is overwhelming,") 
Fbberts, in r1 nderstanding Grammar gives the following examples 
of modification. In so ·e~ing he concludes that there is a general 
trend in calling the word before the noun an adj~ctive, and that this 
general trend carries considerable force: 
a high fence 
a muddy road 
a large committee 
a stone fence 
a mud raad 
a citizens committee 
Fbberts indicates that if we call ''high," " muddy," and "large" 
adjectives on the ground that they modify nouns, then we must call 
"stone~ ~ud~ and 8itzens"adjectives for they" modify the same nouns." 
But, he himself , is not happy with that solution. He goes on to 
tell us why he is not happy. However, we shall check him at this 
point for his conclusion that he must call "stone," "mud," 
and "cttizens" adjectives 'because they modify the same nouns 
as those modified by "high," "muddy," and "large" is not correct. 
"Some More Thoughts on the Adjective" 
He is not correct because any noun by structure that occupies the 
first slot to the left of a noun used as the subject, object, 
or object of a preoosition must be filled--if the slot is filled--
by a pure noun that functions as a noun. (In fact, the subj~q~, 
object, or object of a preposition in a sentence nee<l not be a 
noun but can be nounal. ) 
The words ''stone,'' ''mud,'' amd "citizens'' are nouns by structure. 
They meet the following tests : 
a. more, fewer, or less c. having two or more attributes 
b. how much?or how many? d. being able to take a pronoun 
before them. 
Since they are nouns by structure, and purely so, they can never 
be other than nouns. However, they may function as some other 
.Part(s) of speech. But, in the cases signified by Poberts, they 
do not function as adjectives. Since they occupy the slot 
immediately to the left of the nouns specified, they behave as 
nouns. For / as we have set:.n on more than one occasion, ,. pure 
nouns immediately to the left of a nounal have a special role. 
Such terms as "made of, 11 " constituted from,'' 11 a class of,'' 
and "broken down into" come to mind. Here the fence is one made 
from stones. The road belongs to a class of roads known as "mud." 
The committee happens to be one of a class known as "citzens." 
Now, "muddy," can be an attribute of a road at a particular time, 
but "mud" is not. A ring can be made of gold, but the quality of 
the ring or the attribute would be designated as "golden." 
We simply must see that a pure noun occupying the slot to the 
left of a nounal can never function as an adjective, but must always 
function as we have indicated in the examples. 
Other linguists distinguish on the basis of filling the first and 
third positions. (The first position is filled by nominal one, 
the second by verb markers and the verb, the third by the verb 
completer assembly, and the fourth, optionally, by the adverb.) ' 
In this theory, if the same word can fill the first and third ~ 
positions, where in the first position we do have a noun and 
an adjective to its left, then the word is an adjective: 
"That yellow rose is yellow." Since "yellow" is to the left 
of "rose" in the first position and since "yellow" fills the third 
position, "y6llow" is an adjective. Yet, these linguists, most 
assuredly on the right track, stop short of claiming the test 
as absolute and foolproof. Yet, they do not need to so stop. Their 
assumption that they should not assert this criterion for 
defining the adjective is based on their assumption that any 
word to the left of the nounal, not a determiner, must he an 
adjective. In the next issue, we shall iddicate specifically 
how their assumption about the adjective's ability to fill the 
third and first positions, for the same adjective, is entirely 
cbrr~ct and justified. 
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"MORE CONSIDERATIONS OF THE ADJECTIVE" 
IN THE LAST ISSUE ( !+), WE POINTED OUT THAT WORDS SUCH AS "Muo, 11 
"ST.ONE, 11 AND "FENCE" BEFORE OTHER NOUNS. ARE NOUNS B~. STRUCTURE, 
AND THEY FUNCTION AS NOUNS, NOT AS ADJECTIVES; (THE FIRST SLOT 
TO THE LEFT OF A NOUN USED•AS·THE SU~JECT OF THE SENTENCE, 
THE OBJECT OF THE VERB, OR THE OBJECT .. O.F A PREPQSITION IS 
OPTIONAL. BUT If "THE SLOT IS FILLED, THE SLOT MUST BE FILLED BY 
A PURE NOUN BY STRUCTURE f.UNCTIONING AS A PuRE'. NOUN,.) · 
.. 
WE REFER TO ROBERTS.' STATEMENTS ON THE SCORE ·of FILLING THE 
PCS IT I CNS BEFORE AND AFTER THE VE:RB: . . · ·· 
.. 
. . . 
PROFESSOR FRIES IN STRUCTURE OF ENGLISH ATTEMPTS TO SEPARATE 
NOUN. MOD IF I ERS FROM ADJ ECT,I VE MOD I Fi.ERS BY US I NG 
THE FRll.ME "THE GOOD. (NOUN) IS GOOD," IF THE WORD IN QUESTION 
Wilt SBBSTITUJE FOR GOOD IN BOTH PLACES, IT IS AN ADJECTIVE; 
'IF NOT, IT I~ NOT •. THIDS 1 .IN COMPARING "THE OLD SURGBtlN11 
AND "THE T.REE SURGEON, 11 WE FIND THAT 11 0LD 11 IS AN ADJECTIVE 
BECAUSE WE CAN SAY,"THE.OLD SURGEON IS 0LD 11 J 11TREE 11 IS NOT AN 
ADJECTIVE BECAUSE WE CANNOT ·'SA'( "THa TREE SURGEISIN IS TREE. 11 
THIS TEST. 15 HELPFUL, BUT IT IS NOT :FOOLP~OOF. IN OUR 
EARLIER EXAMPLES IT WOULD ·SHOW 11HIGH'"'MUDDY 11 AND "LARGE" I . . I . I .. 
TO BE ADJECTIVES AND 11 ClTIZ.ENSn TO BE. A NOUN. BUT IT LEAVES 
US IN DOUBT· ABOUT "STONE" 'AND 11MU0 11 WHfCH SEEM TO FIT THE ' 
TEST "THE ST9NE f-ENCE ·IS STONE; 11 ."THE MUD ROAD IS MUD, 11 AND 
YET APPEAR NOT •• TO HAVE THE CHARACTERISTICS. OF "HIGH, 11 "MUDDY 1 11 
AND ''LARGE," n .• 
BUT THE TEST IS FOOLPROOF AND IS SO BECAUSE 11ST9NE 1 11 11 MUD 1 11 . 
AND OTHER SUCH NOUNS BEFORE THE NOUNAL ARE NOUNS BY'STRUCTURE 
AND NOUNS BY FUNCTION, THEY DO NOT FUNCTION AS ADJECTIVES. ALL 
THAT WE ARE SAYING WHEN WE PLACE "STONE" IN THE.THIRD POSITION 
AFTER THE VERB "TO BE" Is THA:r THE VERB "TO BE" CAN HAVE I is 
COMPLETER (IN THE THIRD POSITION) A NOUN~L. WE KNOW THAT THE 
:c 
ROBER5 1 UNDERSTANDING GRAMMAR / HARP~R, N,Y.L ~~.9fdFf~) 
VOLUME VI, 'NUMBER 5 
. . 
VE'ltB "TO BE" CAN BE COMPLETED (IN THE THI.RD POSITION) BY A NOMINAL, 
AN ADJECTIVE, OR LOCATION. T.HE TEST IS FOOLPROOF, BUT WE ARE IN 
A MORE IMPREGNABLE POSITION IF WE USE THE "SEEMS" AND "VERY" TEST 
FOR THE ADJECTIVE. THEN THERE r AN BE NO POSSIBILITY OF eEING 
CONFUSED, THAT IS, WE CAN USE TftE PHONOLOGICAL TEST + THE THIRD 
POSITION TEST AS IN· 
THE GOOD BOY SEEMS VERY GOOD, 
THE MUDDY ROAD SEEMS VERY MOODY, 
THE LARGE PORTION SEEMS· VERY LARGE. 
,· . . . , BUT NOT . 
·THE STONE FENCE.SEEMS VERY STONE. 
THE Mi.JD ROAD SEEMS VERY MUD, 
IN REVIEW, THEN, WE NEED TO POlNT OUT WHAT SEEMS TO HAVE BEEN 
OVERLOOKED BY SO MANY GRAMMARIANS FOR SO LONG--THE FACT THAT 
THERE IS A SLOT JUST TO THE LEFT OF THF NOIJNALS ll<;F!"I AS 
2. 
SUBJECTS, OBJECTS OF THE VERB(S), AND · OBOEC:TS' . OF' THE PREPOSITION(S:; 
THIS SLOT, AGAIN, IS FILLED BY A PURE NOUN FUNCTIONING AS A 
NOUN, 
WE NEED TO STAND ON THIS oEFINIT·ION BY STRUC<TURE·, RQ6ERTS 1 AS. 
IS THE CASE WITH SO MANY OTHERS, .. MAKES A .. P.OINJ THAT ADJECT.IVES. 
DO NOT FORM AN -S PLURAL, BUT NOUNS DO, NOT ALL NOUNS FORM AN 
-S PLURAL, NOR DO ALL NOUNS FQRM A PLURAL, ,:, 
THEN THE ASSERTION IS MADE THAT ADJECTIVES MAY BE COMPARED 
AND NOUNS CANNOT BE COMPARED,· ROBERTS USES THE ILLUSTRATION 
OF BEING ABLE TO COMPARE THF ADJECTIVE A~ IN 11 HIGH 1 1' ''HIGHER,'' 
'AND "HIGHEST," BUT NOT "S.TPNE," 11S1'0NER 1 11 JI.ND "STONEST," BUT, 
WHAT ABOUT THE FOLLOWING PROBLEM? WE HAVE 11 C1J.UTiOUS 1 " "MORE 
CAUTIOUS, II AND "MOST CAUTIOus'. II· BuT:;THEtll,WE CAN HAVE "STONE, II 
"MORE STONE,,.,'" AND "MOST STQNE.'' ( WE AGREE THAT THE LATTER IS 
NOT USED FREQUENTLY OR ORDINARILY;'..Bl1T SUf:H USAGE rs A FACT, 
IF AN INFREQUENT ONE,) 
IT IS TRUE THAT SOME.ADJECTIVES MAVE.E~DiNGS WHiCH MARK THEM. 
AS ADJECTIVES_. AMONG THESE ARE SOCH AF'F IXt:s· AS -AP.Y, -AL, -IC, 
-Y, -FUL,-LESS,-EN,-ABLE, -IVE, -ous~ .~I5H, AND -SOME; BUT 
WHEN WE HAVE OTHER PARTS .OF SPEECH ENDING WITH THE SAME TERMINAL 
MORPHEME AS IN "VIGOROUS'LY 1 11 "SADDEN," AND "MISSIVE," WE SHOULD 
NOT RELY ON THESE ENDINGS FOR IDENTIFICATION, WE CANNOT DEFINE 
UNTIL AND UNLESS WE CAN A UNIQUE OR DISTINST FEATURE, FROM AT 
LEAST ONE UNIQUE FEATURE DENIED TO ALL OTHER PARTS OF SPEECH 
WE CAN DEFINE THAT ONE PART OF SPEECH, WE HAVE THAT DEFINITION 
IN THE FILLING OF THE FIRST AND THIRD POSITlONS, TOGETHER WITH 
THE "SEEMS," "VERY," AND "QU.YTE" TESTS. 
.• 
.• 
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ROBERTS AND OTHERS ALSO SUGGEST THAT WE MAY CALL SOME 
WORDS 11 LIMITING ADJECTIVES." WE THINK SUCH A TERM QUITE 
UNFORTUNATE, HE LISTS SUCH WO~DS AS 
MT 
A 
THE 
.SEVERAL 
BOTH ·. ·i 
£VERY 
AS "LIMITING ADJECTIVES," NOW, 11A1 !.'HAN1 11 AND "THE" ARE ARTICLES, THEY ARE SO BECAUSE THEY ARE UNIQUE IN 
BEING ABLE TO STAND FOR ALL OF THE QUALITIES OF THE NOUNAL 
BEFORE WHICH THEY APPEAR, THOSE THREE ARE THE ONLY PURE 
ARTICLES, PRONOUNS ARE OFTEN USED AS ARTICLES-~FUNCTION 
AS ARTICL.ES, BUT THEY ARE RECOGNIZED OR DEFINED AS 
PRONOUNS THROUGH MEETING THE STRUCTURAL. TEST.S FOR PRO-
NOUNS--AS WE HAVE SEEN BEFOREi 
ONCE WE HAVE DEFINED.A PART OF SPEECH B~ STRUCTURE, WE 
THEN INDICATE· THE FUNCTIONS THAT CA~ BE .TAKEN CARE OF 
BY THAT PART OF SPEECH BY STRUCTURE; FIRST, HAVING .. 
IDENTIFIED THE AO~ECTIVES, AS ~UCH~ WE SEE WHAT THEY~ . 
AS ADJECTIVES, CAN DO. THEN WE FIND OUT WHAT FUNCTIONS 
OTHER PARTS OF SPEECH CAN TAKE CARE OF WHEN THEY 
FUNCTION AS ADJECTIVES, . 
IN SLOT-FILLING, WE KNOW THAT MOVING FROM RIGHT TO LEFT 
FROM THE'NOUNS THAT ARE USED AS SUBJECTS, OBJECTS OF VERBS, 
AND.OBJECTS OF PREPOSITIONS WE HAVE (N-1) WHICH IS 
RESERVED FOR A PURE NOUN. THEN WE HAVE (N-2) SLOTS. 
SOME OF THESE ARE FILLED 'BY·ADJECTI-Vf5.S AND SOME BY OTHER 
PARTS OF SPEECH FUN CTI ONI NG AS ADJE1"TIVES ,· WE HAVE . 
THE ADJECTIVE, AS SUCH;,· IN THE PROPE'R'i' COLOR, SHAPE, 
SIZE, AGE, AND VALUE SLOTS, BUT, .THEN, WE HAVE THE 
ADJECTIVAL SLOT ALWAYS FIDLLED BY 11,ERBS. FUNCTIONIN,G AS 
ADJECTIVES: "INTERESTING, II 0 BIT'TEN, II"' DELAYED,". 
AND "BLOWN" ARE SOME EXAMPLES OF VERB. FORMS BEING 
USED IN .AN ADJE.CTIVAL SLOT, . . . 
AS TO WHERE THE ADJECTIVE OR ADJECTIVAL MAY OCCUR IN 
A SENTENCE IS A MATTER OF OBSERVATION AND DESCRIPTION, 
WHEN ADJECTIVES FOLLOW THE NOUNi ,AND DO SO NOT AS 
PREDICATE ADJECTIVES, WE HAVE THE NOUN TAGGED AND 
FOCUSED UPON, ADJECTIVES BEFORE THE NOUN OFTEN CARRY 
SUCH POWER AS TO "COVER UP" OR "VITIATE" THE FORCE O~ 
THE NOUN. 
THE IMPORTANT POINT IS THAT WE CAN IDENTIFY AN ADJECTIVE 
BY STRUCTURE ANO CAN DO SO IN AN INVARIABLE AND 
ABSOLUTE WAY. 
•' 
. . 
• • . .I 
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We have become quite well aware of writing PS Rules--Phrase Structure 
Rules--for our sentence patterns. We can do a better job than we 
have done. We can do so through having individuals underscand the 
nature of rules and throush having them write t.heir own rules. ·while 
there is little hope that we shall aii agree on the exact terminology 
and symbolism essential in making the rules, we will come to realize 
that there are really few significant differences wh~ther the rules 
come from Chomsky, Gleason, Carnot, O'Neil, Postal, or any other 
individual working with rules and writing rules. 
Ourt'l!u!ea:.must encompass alL the kinds of statements that we can 
make in our language. It must be made clear that the term "rules'' 
is not used. in an entirely mandatory sense. What is mandntory, 
apparently, is the cond.ition th.at if all rules were drop'!led today 
there would be rules made tomorrow. These rules show an amazing 
likeness to the rules previously dropp6d. 
The term ''rules'' is best approached through understanding that they 
carry the mBans of revealing patterns existing in a language for 
each particular pla~e and time of that language. The rule describes 
such cpnditions for particular times and places. The linguist does 
not "nake'' the rule. He states a rule, and the descriptive nature 
of linguistics is such that he can do little more than state the 
rule. 
The PS rule which states that the predicate is unique to the 
"to be" sentence pattern is the result of a description of the 
language . The description is one which shows that there are 
other kinds of sentence patterns as t6 verbs. The description 
then goes on to reveal that following each verb there is a verb 
completer--in one case, a verb completer that is ~,or nulL. 
The verb completer for the verb "to be'' pattern is the Predicate. 
Now, we write a rewrite rule for the Predicate. The rewrite 
rule comes from an observation that the verb "to be" can be 
completed as to its thi·rd position in the sentence by three-
possibilities. We can have a nounal; we can have an adjectiOal; 
and, finally, We can.have a locational statement. We cannot 
complete the verb '' to be'' by such a temp~ral statement as 
''is when •••• " It is poor usage to utter "Thllt is when the bell 
rang." But we can and should say ·"That; was the'·time when·,-'tlle bell 
rane." For this time and pl-ace the description of the la~guap,e is 
such that ~e write a rule which tells us that the 2redicate can be 
broken down in the nounal, the adjec~ival, and the locational. 
statement: 
·.""· 
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Pow, to return to take a look at the larger picture! Phrase-
Structure Rules have been constructed to take care of the 
2 
basic or kernel sentence. As yet, they do not operate systematically 
in terms of the paragraph-or-greater-structures. These rules 
operate in such a way as to enable an individual using a 
specific language to generate an almost infinite number of 
examples of a particular pattern. They also enable an 
individual to understand that although there may be an almost 
infinite number of specific examples on a one pattern basis there 
is no infinite number of patterns. 
There may be such a statement as nJohn is here.'' The word "John'' 
can be replaced by a vast number· of words. The same pattern--
the "to be" pattern will be in operation. In the pattern where 
there is the transitive verb-- there can be an almost unending 
number of possibilities for substitution of a specific or 
particular name: ''The men kicked the ball briskly'' can be 
substituted for as in "The boys kicked the ball briskly." It is 
not hard to see that there can be an impressive number of'examplescr 
illustrations of a particular pattern • 
It is noted that I am not detailing or reviewing sentence patterns 
specifically. Nor am I detailing a complete set of PS Rules. Hhat 
I am doing is indicating . and·: explaining the nature of rules. 
In so doing, I am looking at certain terms which do confuse 
both amateur and professional in dealing with the language, Consider, 
for a moment, the "verb." 
There are many verbs: according to my completed count of specific 
verbs in the English language--not counting verbs with the same 
meaning but wtth variant spelling(s)--there are at least 35,675! 
It is doubtful that there would be much profit in spending the time 
essential to memorize thousands of the verbs. But, one can 
determine the sentence patterning which will accommodate these 
individual or specific verbs. There is the "to be" pattern. 
Then there is the "transitive" pattern. The other two patterns 
are, re~pectively, the"intransitive"pattern and the "whole-part" 
pattern The PS rules take these four sentence patterns into 
account. 
It may be interposed at this point that there are more than four 
sentence patterns--in the basic sense. Such is not the case in a 
parallel sense. While each high school text tends to show more than 
four patterns, these patterns , when examined~, indicate that 
a major class has been broken into subclasses. (The problem here is 
that the whole and the part are mingled, with no distinction 
made between the whole sentence uattern--as in the intransitive· 
and the part pattern where the ;,erb "to be" is completed by location 
which is given equal value with the entire intransitive pattern, 
* 
This term ''whole-part'' is used by me instead af the 
terms "copulative," "linking," or "state-of-being." In the 
sentence ''He has hair,'' the word 'hair~ is actuallv a part of the 
subject "He." The utterances "He has a pain," and, "He seems 
lazy" are also examples of the "whole-part" pattern, 
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Bhca¥se. of the large number of. sentences apd~because of the 
large number of verbs which can be used in constructing sentences, 
I need to abstract or to find a rule which will show me the 
patterns of all sentences requiring or accepting verbs. 
After I have concluded that all1sentences may be restated in terms of having a Noun Phrase (conplete subject) and the rest 
of the sentence (Verb Phrase), I then go to the next rule which 
allows me to examine the verb phrase as to parts. 
I find that in American-English, for example, I can break this 
Verb Phrase into two smaller units. They are the verb marker 
and the Main Verb. (I could have used ''auxiliary'' pr ''helper'' 
instead of ''marker.'' I could· have.~sed such terms "'as those of 
"chief" or "principal" instedd of "main,") 
I conclude that it is usef u1 to sta.te that the !fain Verb (:IV) can 
bl! restated as"or"broken down into " a Verb and, optionally, an 
Adverb. I have now reached the point of my earlier illustrative 
statements. I now need to restate the conditions that exist 
in my language as of this time and place for the verb. So I 
do my rewrite rule as follows: 
v ! ~redica te 1 
+ NP 2 
+ Comp 
Now, in order to have the reader understand what I am doing, I 
agree with myself and with him--! trust-- that the arrow indicated 
''broken down into.'' The braces indicate that in my language 
I have a choice of four verb patterns but can choose only one. 
I can choose only one, but I must choose one. So, I let the braces 
stand for "choose one and only one.". 
I then point out that in a basic sentence that commences NV •.• 
(where that order indicates the subject ftrst and the verb second) 
there are four positions: l,2,3,and(4).Then Position 1 is filled 
by the subject. Position 2 is filled by the verb. Position 3 is 
filled by a verb completer The parentheses signs indicate 
"optional." Thus, !have a fourth position. This Position 4 is 
optional as to being filled. However, in my language that position 
if filled must be filled by an adverb.· 
Now, I did not make up these rules. I simply describe the 
conditions for my time and place, and the conditions for that time 
and place happen to be the same for all others using Ametican-
English in any standard sense. The third position in the V 
pattern is that of the Predicate. The third position in the ~~ 
pattern is filled by 12 The third position in the V pattern is filled by a Nominal 2 or an NP --which is the direct object~ The third 
position in the Vwp pattern is filled by a Complement. More 
detailed :tatements as to "rules" will appear in the next 
issue. 
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I look the language situation over and come to conclusions. If 
I come to the same conclusions often enough, I believe that:tbere 
is a "law.,; In Linguistics., I write rules for tlie so-called "law," 
But I do not prescribe. When I am ready to start writing rules, my 
.thinking goes from "I" to "We." At that point I am becoming quite 
universal in the sense of considering that w)?-at appe.a·rs ~P m~ to be 
an adequate description of a situation in language will also be 
quite adequate for a large nu~ber of other individuals, 
I, obeerved•io·,,,;la.st,,week's issl.\e of the Bu.lletin that an adequate 
description of the verb condiiion in English is one which reveals 
that verbs c~n be subsumed in four basic patterns in English: 
the "to be" mode, the "int;ransit1ve,", mode," !!he "transitive" 
mode, and the "whole-part" mode, I then wrote a phrase structure 
rule in terms of that description. This. rule is to the effect 
that 
· 1· Vbe ·+ Pred. \ 
v ---"=/""f vi + 111 2 l 
V +NP J 
f Vt + Comp I._ wp 
One can and must be chosen--but only one for ,each specific 
sentence utterance7-when we are dealing with a BSP, or Basic 
Sentence Pattern. Now, the rule tells one and all ~hat in 
American-English, for this time and place, the verb situation 
is as described. Now, if the rule debs.not apply to our . 
baS;!cpatterns in any one instance, I shall have to start all over 
agai~. Thus, our rules--my rules and your rules-- are held but 
tentatively in an "as far as we know or as well as we can 
ascertain for this time and place"basis. 
I do not pull rules out of the magic hat; they do not come to me 
in any ineffable fashion. These rules are derived, distilled, ~r 
abstracted from flesh-and-blood acquaintance with specific 
linguistic utterances; For example, I ponder .the matter of verbs 
and find that the natter of time sequence ca'uses me, whether I 
will or not, to use verb markers, 
* As indicated in ·a previous issue, the term "whole-part" 
is one I . use in place of "copulative, "'.:"linking," or "state-
of-being. '' The reason for using the term is that t~e verb complete1 
represents a part or attribute of the' subject. 
... 
.~ 
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I find that when I want to talk about an action I am sustaining, 
I must make a statement such as " I am running well.'' If I 
desire to indicate something about my running in the past where 
that running was sustained, I will say "I was running,''If I simply 
want to point to the past event, I will say, "I ran." 
However, I am not finished yet. Let us suppose that I desire to 
make some utterance about the action commenced in the past and 
continued through the present moment. I will most likely say 
that ''I have been running.'' 
What if I desire to indicate that of two past events one was 
earlier than another? I will state that ''I found my gloven where 
I had lost then. 0 Then there is the question of the medals. On 
the simplest level, I find that using "may," "can," "will", and 
"shall" indicates the present tense. Using" might," "would," 
''should," and ''could'' will indicate the past tense. We know, of 
course, that the medals can introduce other notes, such as those 
where "can" is equated with physical ability and " may" is 
equated with permission. So, I find that I do make such statements 
as 
Joe runs. 
Joe is running. 
Joe ran. 
Joe was running. 
Joe has run. 
Joe has been running. 
Joe had been running. 
Joe may have been running. 
Joe might have been running, 
Joe had run. 
In each case, we have differences in time involved.** It would 
appear that we are quite time conscious. Now, I did not make up 
these utterances in the sense of being the one who brought them into 
being. 
When I consider other verbs, I find that I make parallel statements 
through them in much the same sense as those made above. I then 
write the rules, in the sense of indicating the descriptive elements 
which seem to rule the language. 
In writing the rules, I decide oq some kind of symbolism that a 
large community of readers or listeners will accept. I next have 
to decide on the syntax of the situation. I find that the verb 
markers go before the berb when we have basic sentence patterns. 
Then I find that each marker has a certain position with respect 
to the other markers, I must show that condition in the rules. 
** 
We are talking about ordinary clock time here. Other 
kinds of time we must take into account are psychological time, 
eternal or religious time, and space-tine, 
./ 
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When I consider the verb markers-- you may call them auxiliaries 
or helpers-- I find that closest to the verb itself is 
(Be+ing.) Then, one more slot to the left is (Have+en). Then, 
third and farthest to the left is th~ slot for the (Modal.) 
I use the parentheses to tell you that the filling of the slots 
is optional. However, there is nothing optional about the fact 
that these markers have relative positions next to each other. 
All these facts have been determined ~thriugH rbset•igg how ~t'' 
and "you" and hundrec1s of millions of other iitr'fviduals. use the 
American-English tongue, ' 
When I write the rule for myself and for all others to follow, I 
let my PS rule take the form of vm ~) (Modal)(Have+en) 
(Be+ing.) 
I am not yet satisfied,for I find that the medals have to be 
rewritten as giving the choice between the present te,se and~the 
pa•t tense. Then, when I come to (Have+en), I find that the /en/ 
yields the sign of the past participle and that the /have/ can be 
rewritten in terms of /have/, /hatl/, and /hadJ. Then, finally, 
I come to the (Be+ing) before the verb itself. I find that 
the /ing/ indicates the sign of the present participle. Further, 
(Be+ing)! is rewritten now --from the point of view of /be/7-as 
/be/, /is/ ,/am/, /was/, /were/, /been/, and /being/, and /are/, 
Now, the intent, from the primary point of view, is not to furnish 
information as to the descriptive condition of the English language. 
The intent is to show that one looks at his language and describes 
it. When he fin~unvarying situati~ns, he writes the rules for 
the language. In doing so, he works from the larger to the smaller 
ele~ents, or from class to subclass. 
What I have been doing in these papers is being done by many, many 
other individuals working in this field. In nearly all other 
languages the same methodology is followed. Thus, we do not make 
the language for other individuals, Before proceedin~ to indicate 
a set of PS rules for basic sentence patterning, I will call your 
attention to two points of some critical import. 
Although we work in the direction S-F-M--structure-to-function-to-
meaning, language does not" work in a vacuum, nor does it serve 
its own unrelated purposes, Language serves the personality of 
each individual in constituting a system whereby each individual 
can find available to him enough linguistic competence to take 
care of his need for communication, expression, and comnunion. 
Tfte se£ond point is that althoueh specific individuals may not 
find enoueh linguistic wealth or potential to take care of their 
need to articulate their thoughts, emotions, and attitudes, there 
is a conman store of potential great enough to serve the needs of 
a substantial majority of the individuals constituting any 
specific laneuage-speaking cbmnunity,. . · 
Dr, L. W. 
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In the usual approach to introducing PS rules to students, the 
first model usually opens with the S NP + VP, •where 
"S" stands for " entence." "NP" stands for r<ou'n Phra-g.e--;-with the 
agreement that the first "NP" is the subject. "VP" stands for 
Verb Phrase. It is not until the student is presented with 
successive models, with each model representing another step into 
complexity,that he sees the entire picture. Let us discuss this 
statement. 
After a while, we realize th~t we have other than Basic Sentence 
Patterns. We have the ''Emphatic,'' We have the "Interrogative.'' 
We also hav·e the "Passive," "the Negative, " and i:he "Exclamatory," 
So, we need to do a lit t.le rethi:nking, We need to consider the 
total perspective. 
.. 
If we decide tha,'i: the functional unit of the language is the 
sentence, then we need to consider the nature of the sentence. We 
really nee~ to understand the rarige that the sentence possesses 
in this_or any other language. 
In Ame~ican-English 1 at lea~t,,we can define the sentence as "A 
word or group of words followed by the fade-out of the voice,'' Now, 
this fade-out occurs in one of two ways. The voice fades out on 
·a rising note or on a falling note. That ip, the voice fades 
out on a "fac\e-rise" or on a"fade-fall." Thus, our definition is 
sreat enough to take care of the obvious declarat~ve statement 
and the interrogative statements, We can also take care of the 
one or two word sentence since the voi~e goes out on a rising .or 
falling tone. 
Thus, we would not open with the single ·Option that tells ~ 
us that a sentence can be broken down into the noun phrase and 
the verb phrase. We have to offer a range ~f choices of the nature 
''you must choose one but only one of these possibilities.'' 
-
A s1f ~ Emohatic . 
Therefore, the opening PS rule could look like the following· 
graphic representati·on: .NPl + VP 
1
. 
Interrogative 
Exclamatory 
Negative 
Ho·r-<• we are told that for any sentence in this particular' lanp,uage 
you must choose one of the possibilities but only one, 
• 
OI. 
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Without detailing the entire set of PS rules at this point again, 
I shall consider another aspect we have not discussed, After 
we tell ourselves that each particular kind of verb has a verb 
completer and that there are different kinds of adveriials in 
2 
the fourth position, we then write the rules for our subject, or 
NPl or Nominal 1 I believe it profitable to talk about anoth~r 
phase of language, 
It is customary to consider that each Nominal can be rewritten 
in terms of "D,.terminer," "Noun," and "Number." We easily understand 
that "Number" involves the "singular" or the "plural." He also 
understand the nature of such Determiners that we find under 
the subclasses 11 Possessive9~1 u Articles, 11 11 Beharts 9 """Demonstratives, 0 
and "Null." 
The Nominal " The man" can be understood, and we see that "The" 
relates to or is essential to "man." If we had a nominal·: .. that 
read ''The big man'' we would also understand the logic with 
bie; +man and the lop,ic in terms of"fhe +big man ." l1ut, we 
would have some trouble discerning any loe;ic insofar as ''The + big'' 
might be concerned, 
Thus, we will have a PS rule that will t~ke care of ''The man,'' 
''big man,'' or ''The big man.'' But we will not have a PS rule for 
''!he big,'' In an opener such as ''The very expensive''chair~ mt" 
p · trohbles ·would ·cone with "The very." We could write no PS rule for 
-." ,r such a combination as "The" + very." 
We can see, after a brief trial," why we would not be able to 
write a rule for guch a case •''a''+ ''rich.'' However, we do com• to 
a thorny area. We have the habit of letting the quality stand for the 
thing. ~bile- we wo~ld not rest content with an opener such as 
"The big," we would not hesitate to have sentences such as 
The very rich will inherit more wealth. 
The guilty will be punished. 
The idle will .,~~f6y relief 
::L 
We would handle ''The very rich'' in terms of Nominal ~ Det + 
Int + N + No . But we could not take care of a construction such as 
''The big'' where ''big'' is not followed by a noun.'' Thus, we come 
to realize, I trust, that we have to define linFuistic situations 
wherey some phrasing is logical and where phrasing is not. One of 
these situations, as we have seen, comes where we let the quality 
stand as the subject or object of the sentence, 
Another problem can arise when we have the two following sentences 
which represent the "collective" modei 
The jury have been unable to agree. 
The jury has been able to agree. 
!!ere, we have no problen with 
th,, Nom; nnr --~-.,~ De t + N + 
whether N2 ') ¢ 2 u« wS! 
t9e PS rule which tells· us that 
N-, Our problem c<>mcc in .. <l<»c.idin& 
--? Zz·' 
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We can see that writing rules for a language is not too•difficult. 
What is difficult is being aware of the range of possibilities 
which exist in the language, and, thus, ensurine; that the rules will 
cover all cases. 
One useful set of PS rules- is offered for consideration.(It 
is entirely useful for each individual to attempt to write his own.) 
While the symbols will vary, the same situations should be covered, 
Ifs tell ) Nooinal 1 sj + VP 
VP 
-
~ vs + CV 
CV\..._ Vb + Pred. 2] ....,, v.e+ ¢ ~~p++N~:!;al f Nomiira1r. ) Pred =, Adjectival Locational 
Nominal 
1 3 
Comp· ' ~ AdJectival ;'.'"'T.1 
v ) tsw t 
vtmw 
vs ) (Modal) (Jia:ve+en) (Be+ing) 
noun ~ Nounal ~ (S).p.s 
adject ve] 
(S!BS 
Adverbial~ 
adverb 1 
(9P,S 
Nominal 1----7 · (Prer6et} + rllet .+ ·.{PtrDet) + (N-2) + (N·-1) + N + N': 
rDet ~[!rt ]-+(tJ ... i) +(IV+~ 
Dem 
Behart 
Poss. 
PrerDet)/ _(.Just 1 L;;i) only 
both 
all 
' . 
:::D::i tin~ Rufle~~;!~:!~:suage": Part I II } 
Intensifiers 
Comparatives and. Superlatives 
(N- 2 ) ~'----=..,,., 
[ 
4djectiva1:s~,2 
Adjectives .J 
... . . . ... . 6\.-
rA.d.j ec~i;ali;i]_.::,. (V'erbs) (values) _(size-) (sh-ape) (color) (proper) Adjectives .. . . . -.. 
(N-1) ') nouns 
\adverbs .""'( 
( adverbialJ 
(N+ll, 
(N+2) prepositional.phrases-
Tense --4'-=r ~ Present] 
( Past 
Nominal 1 . = the subject SJ 
· LEGEND 
Nominall be = a completer of verb "to be" 
2 Nominal = the direct object Vt 
V. =the intransitive 
v~ = the transitive 
V = the whole-part 
v~~ =the verb ".to be" 
CV= Chief Verb 
Pred.= Predicate 
Comp.= Complement 
Art.= Artie les 
Behart= used as an article 
Dem.= •emonstratives 
Poss.= ~ossessives 
rDet= Regular Heterminer 
PrerDet= Preregular Determiner 
PtrDet= Postregular DBterminer 
vs=verb Signallers 
19ps= Other parts of Speech 
V tmw = Nul ti-l'7orded Verb 
Vtsw= Hingle-Worded Verb 
4 
There is nothing exclusive about this model for phrase structure 
rules. Of course, we have no transformation rules present. The 
model is presented to show the nature df rules. It ·is only through 
co~gidering whether these would write each individual sentence that 
a kh~~ough knowledge of the nature of the sentence cau be gra~p.ed. 
One can SQ~ thAt these rules can be refined. 
' 
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We make decisions every day: the clothes we will wear, the distance 
we will walk, other methods of transportation than walking, and 
the time we will arrive for dinner. When we are faced with m~king 
de.cisions we know to be important, we try to consider all of the 
facts so that our decision may be the most satisfactory one possible 
This ·decision-making matter is often troublesome. There are often 
many factors which have to be taken into consider~tion. We make a 
decision on the grounds that the results will be good for us, or 
good for someone else, al).d good because of moral values. The reasor 
for our decision is callP.d our motive: this motive may be selfish, 
unself~sh, or moral. Of .co~rse, we could make a decision for the sal 
of making the decision--where the "making" is the important pa~t • 
When 11·n important decision .has to be made ,it is a great h ... tp 
~o be guided by principles such as fairness or kindness, so that· 
the decision ~e make is based upon ~ worthier motive than self-
interest. ~aving a clear cons~ience comes from knowing you 
have acted in a wa7 you believe to be right even though it 
may be unpopular. Tha-t is the reason why people in authority with a 
strong sense of duty o·~ firm religious principles are sometimes 
misunderstood by those who do not share their beliefs or points 
of view. Making decisibns which affect other people is often 
difficult. Parents, teachers, doctors, and judges are constantly 
having to face this. 
When we make a deoision,.we choose one thing or another~ Or, we can 
choose not to-~hoose. We vote, or we a~st~in. We say 1'yes1'' or "no.· 
We even say "maybe." We agree or we disagree. We accept or we reje• 
Making up our minds is exercising this freedom of choice which we 
could describe as positive or negative. We could therefore indicat. 
our choice bY means of a + or -, or we could use a tick o~ a cross • 
. When conditions are favorable ~he proposed course of action is 
rendered effective. When they are unfavorable, it is rendered 
ineffective. 
If I say that I will go to the coast 
is repaired and the weather is fine, 
upon which my decision to go to the 
We now, of ·~curse, need some language 
to the decision-maker, or to others 
for the day provided -the car 
I am making two con~!tions 
sea will depend. 
to articulate this sitation 
interested in the process. 
We can use our language through constructing a table, should we 
sp desire. Let us construct one , agreeing that another would 
be possible, 
, 
/ 
' recision-:naking and Language 
The Conditions 
1. car·repaired :weather bad 
2. cat repaired :weather good 
3. car trouble meather wet 
4. Car trouble :weather fine 
Proposal 
Go to sea? 
Go to sea? 
Go to sea? 
Go to sea? 
symbol 
0 (no) 
1 (yes) 
0 
0 
Here we hav~ use simple statements • In so rloinq, we have set up 
four apparently unamibguous conaitions. If the car is in good 
shape or repaired and if the weather is fine, we will qo to the 
coast, or to the sea. 
We have desianated two 
indicates that we will 
will go. Here we have 
coast. We try, from a 
in such an instance as 
symbols as 11 y~s 11 or ;'no~ The first "e" 
not go; the second "1" indicates-that we 
one chances out of four of goinq to the 
language point of view, to be unambiguous 
we have here. 
Now, we have apparently used our language with scMe degree of 
precision. Whether we could or should be more precise. ~: .... 
linguistically, is that which we should consider. 
On the basis of what we have said, we might need to indicate 
a starting point more clearly. When I say that"I will go to 
2 
the coast for a day provided the car is repaired and the c w~•ther 
is fine, 11 there are two 11 if •.. then~ state~ents as we can see. 
The words would seem to carry the following meanings : 
1. ~y car. at the time of the proposal needs repairs. 
2. The weather must be fine before I will set out for 
the coast. 
3. I will have to know that the car is repaired before I 
set out for the coast. 
Now, we may ·say that we 
the initial statements 
go to the coast for the 
und:erstan8 what is aoinq on, Ho~!ever, 
made is to the effect that some "I" will 
iJay, l••ith certain orovisions made. 
It is possible that th~ fine weatbRr may turn wet after the ''I'§" 
~eparture, It is pessihle that the repaired car may develop problems 
after the "I'' has started.'' T~e problem would seem to he with 
•r will go •••••• provided the car is repaired and the weabher is 
fine. 1' 
Either the mind at work is not too precise, er the language 
reflecting the decision made is not or~cise. Or, both conditions 
may exist. We can say, of course, t~at the "!" envisions thai 
if the car is repaired and if the weather is fine--at the start--
he will go to the coast. However, as has been suggested, he may 
start but might not reach the coast under certain conditions. 
l:'ecision-making and Language 3 
The problem could ~,. happily resolved, linauistically, were 
the "I" to indicate that he would start for the coast if ~~o prior 
condi tione resulted.0..1 11' irst, the car must he repaired, and, 
second, the weather must be fine at the time he proposes to de~arti 
The· decision-making should be communicated to others in terms 
of language which may remove as much ambiguity as passible, 
Let us look at a short paragraph, one involving a decision, 
Jack decided to wear his new tie. It was bright blue 1 and he 
felt very smart when he had it on, Although no one else seemed 
to notice it, he was glad that he had worn it. 
Let us look at the statements, chronologically: 
1. John decided. 
2. He wore his tie. Sentence ;i: 
3. It was new 
It was blue. 
It was bright. 
He felt very smart. Sentence 2 
He had it on. 
l,Other •eople were there. 
2.He believed something x ne~ative 
3,They noticed his tie 
Sentence 3 reconstruction. 
1. HP was gla~t ~ Sentence II Peconstructed, 
2, He had Norn his tie. 
Each statement has been reduced to its simplest elements, with as 
ambiguity removed as possible. 
Careful observation of each statement indicates that we would 
answer any question as to Jbhn's decision to wear his new tie in 
terms of its importance to John. Asked to decide whether John's 
decision to wear his new tie was (trivial) (important only to John) 
or (far-reaching). we would make the middle choice. 
Having made simple kernel sentences or statements for the most 
part, we become aware of the words 11 new, 11 ''blue,'' "bright," 
"felt vert smart," and, terminally "glad he had worn it." 
His speculation that others did not seem to notice it does not 
disturb him because we have a signal from the word "although," 
Now, we did not use "although" in our format above. We can 
use such words as "although" in a symbolic sense. defining the 
symbol. Let us consider that we call such words as "although" 
subtractive, using the minus symbol "-." Then, if the subtraction 
gives a positive result, we could use "Pos," or "Ne~" if such a case 
might be. Now, the · sbbtracti~e aspects represented by "although" 
are indicated by • -." That it turns out well is indicated by 
Apes." so, for this kind of a language solution , we could designate 
the "although" aspects of the adverbial clause as "-Pos.• 
q /AUJ-4-17-3' 
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Languaae used emotionally is like a mirror reflecting the user's 
point of view. At the same time it often distorts the fa.cts. For 
this reason, at least, one always has to be aware of-and to 
.beware-- language directed toward arousing the emotions. 
Let us consider Sentence Algebra by considering the implications 
Of a simple statement such as : 
******************************************************* 
I will go to a show to.r{ight if I have had my meal 
by 6 p.m. a~d if Jim ~i~l come with me. 
Hpre a decision is to be made which is dependent upon· two factors, 
One is~my meal-time,and t~e other is my frien1's wiliincrness to 
accompany me. Neither 6f them is something about which I can have 
any doubt. They will occur or they wi11 net. Therefore it should 
be possible to'treat the proposition mathematically, 
Befo~e we.can do so, we must ensure that our language of" Mathe-
matese" is adequate. He will net.a syr:ibols for the t!iil.ements of our 
sets. Ne will need· operators to cornbine-ihem, and wa wii~need 
symbols to express the final relationship after they have been 
combined. 
If we borrow symbols from other branches .of mathematics it will 
save our inventing new ~nes, but we must"be careful in our choice. 
It would be foolish to use + for an element of a set when its 
familiar function is that of an operatibn. (Ne c~n argue the wisdom 
of our use of -Pos in the preceding article,) In the Algebra of 
Number we are usually accustomed to letters representinq elements, 
so there would be nothing confusing in aldowing them to represent 
'conditions' which are the elements of this algebra. 
In the Algebra of Number we are usually concerned with size or 
quantity, but in the Algebra of Propositions we are establishing 
their being effective or non-effective. We use the syrnbois--as 
befo~e-- of "0" and "l," (We choose these because the mode~n 
computer, with its: !linary Code uses "l" and "o.") l'!f' could use 
= to mean ''is," so t~at =l would mean~i• effective, and =O would 
mean !s ineifective! All we need to consider now are suitable 
symbols for operators.. · 
'J ntil we can define the way in which conditions may be combined 
we will use a neutral* to signify some kind of.6peration. We· 
may now symbolize the statement li~e this : 
., . . " 
' . 
The Algebra of Sentences 
.. 
That I will go to the show [ if I had a meal by 6 p.m.] and 
[if Jim cqmes] is true. 
Becomes algebraically ••• A* B = 1 
That is to say : Condition A combined in some way with 
Condition B makes my intention effective. 
Now conside+ another situation such as: 
John will go if it is fine, or if Peter takes him in his 
car. 
., 
' This may be symbolized in the same way 
That John will go [if it is fine], or [if Peter takes him]'. 
is true. _,/ 
' Algebraically ••• h* B= 1 
The Algebra we have tentatively adopted looks the same in both 
cases, and we have to decide whether the same sign * will do for 
the operator in both cases. 
In Arithmetic we use a +,sign for I 6 and 4], [6 plus 4) for 
[add four to six) or [ inc~ease 6 by four), because ih each 
we mean combine the elements 6 and 4 in the same way. 
The question before us at the moment is whether or not two 
conditions linked by ''and" have the same effec~·upon the 
proposition as they do when they are linked by "or." 
I 
Putting the question another way, we ask 
"Is A and B, the same thing as A or B?" 
If they are the same in effect we can use the same operator* 
for both, but if they are not we shall have to use different 
operators to distinguish between them. 
We examine this question. 
Table I 
Proposition Condition A Condition B 
I will go Had" meal by 6 p.m. Jim comes 
I will go Not had meal Jim comes 
I will go Had meal Jim does not come 
I will go Not had meal .Jim does not come 
Proposition true it is fine] or [Peter calls] ' 
~-
John will go It is fine ·Peter calls 
John will go It is not fine Peter calls 
·John will go It is fine Peter does ;!.9J'-C'all 
John will go It is not fine Peter does'"'not call 
Truth 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
... .. . "' 
The Algebra of Sentences 3 
Clearly, the cases are different, In the first,BOTH of the 
conditions have to be true at the same time, This occurs only 
once out of four. In the second example, so long as EITHER 
is true the proposition is true, This occurs three times out 
of four. 
We will therefore distinguish between them by using different 
operators. Let us agree to use(' to mean 11 both 11 and"v " 
to mean "either or both,".* Our algebra now looks like this, 
Both A and B necessary A AB =l. 
Either A or B sufficient ••• Av B = 1. 
Using symbols has the great advantage of conciseness. This can 
be seen if we compare the examples of the last section 
by writi.,g them side by side and usinq symbols 1 and 0 to 
indicate the positive and negative forms of the two conditions. 
If A/,B = 1 If A v B = 1 
then lN = 1 then 1 /I. 1 1 
but 01\l = 0 or 0 I\ 1 = 1 
and 11\0 = 0 or 1 ('. 0 = 1 
and Of\O = 0 but 0 "0 = 0 
Another convenient way of showing we mean the negative form of 
a condition is to use a "dash" after the appropriate symbol. 
Thus A1 •eans the negative of A and is called "A-not." 
The tables of combined conditions are even clearer by this 
method: 
If A I\ B = 1 If A v B = 1 
then A I\ B = 1 then A I\ B = 1 I but A B = 0 or g/ " B = 1 
and A 'A B 1 = 0 or A 
'\ Bl= 1 
and A11 J\B'= 0 but Alt..,' a'= 0 
You should take the trouble to translate these statements into 
words, so that the logical meaning is clear in your mind• 
consider a situation like the following:" The President will order 
the blockade of Eland where. missile bases are built, and his Naval 
commander says it will be effective," Our statement A/\B= 
1 now represents: 
A •• , the bases are built 
a ••• a blockade could be made ffective 
= l the decision will be taken, 
Notice that if it were proved there were no bases in Eland, or 
that they were being dismantled, there would be no reason for 
the blockade. If the President were advised by his Naval commander 
that a blockade would be ineffective there would be no point in 
ordering it : We would have A' AS=o or A A B' =O • 
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First, let me s;;..y that I r'!o not speak·ahout oral composition.here. 
Of course, "oral" indicates the spo!'.:en languaqe, anO.,:\'. will 
heartily agree.that lanc<uage is, in essence, "oral." I stairt with 
the human being, himself, in speculatinq about compositidli. 
One of the problems in i;peculating about composit-ion is that 
invariablv we are thrown back to the arena of freshman 
compositions or into that of advancec compositions. In the first, 
the freshman must struggle to becone a sophomore insofar as he is 
battering his way through three or six semester hours. In th'? 
second area, that of the ·advanced composition scene, students . 
generally fight through another three or six hours to work toward 
certification as teachers. 
But these are specific matters , ma,,tters which simply make concrete 
the whole :oro'hlem of composition. In confining my remarks to 
the written copposition, I must, of necessity, consider the area 
that is . that of the" 'non-creative"variety of compos 1 ng .. anrJ. that 
which is called "creative writing." And here I must speak of 
the emotive asnects of com..,osition, 
. ~- .. 
Invariahly we are always throan haclc to the indivic.ual. Pven if. <". 
re.minder iS CJ.n C'hViO~S One I it WOUlCT Seem as t!J.OUg':t ···-COffi?OSi tj_on 
has to he ess<>.ntiallY a matter of some ·kind of co!l'.l'lunication. 
In my response to the-worla of thinrrs, P.vents, persons, anfl ideas, 
I res!:)onn soroehow. No1·1, I can resrionC! .silently to myself, h.ut I· 
am forced to the conclusion that 1"h0n ! do so ;1ordll are somehow 
involved. I can respond without wora.s.,..-as by gesture or rnore 
overt physical action. I can respond through music pre!"umahl:'! 
without words. But, in. our time, we 1•1ould prohably agre•"> t>,.at we 
do respond through words. 
I can speak to a larqe number of individuals personally or 
impeJ:"sonally. I can· speak aloud to myself. I .. can speak to onP. 
or two people directly. I can expect a response to my SpE;t'!ch. 
I can expect no response to my s_peec h. (Eere, I use "speech" 
broadly, to include speaking or writing.) I can speak so as to have 
agreement .or disagreement as the result of my utterances. In any 
of t..'1ese cases, I am "composing." 
It is inevitable th.at there will be oral composition all of 
the time. I can conceive a situation where communication-without· 
language or its representation can occur. But.I'-cannot .th,i.nk 1of 
very many·such ·situations, Orally, my tones and gestures can 
direct or reinforce my words in sentence --or-greater--structure. 
In 't'lritten comnosit-_i·nn _ T h!:ii",.,..._,, ~- ._ ..... i ... -- .._,__ -~---• ~ · 
"On the"J",anguage of Corrroosition" 2 
Now, what kinds of :~1.rJ.t.ten composition can I have' In an a.rbit.rary 
way, I shall divide these into two mnin classes. I can have the 
kind of composition where I desire understanding, only. I can have 
the kind of composition where I simply desire to explain, to 
identify, to point out, or to elucidat.'3, In so doing, I arn not 
concerned w·ith arousing an emotionnl response on the part of the 
"other." It is true that I may arouse an emotive response, but 
such is not my intent. I shall, therefore, try to use my language 
so that there will be a minimal number of instances where the 
emotive response should come about from the nature of the language 
itself. 
For examole, I shall not use such terms as "hash," "clash, " 
"slaught~r," "weasel out," or "sic 'em" if I am trying to point 
out, explain, or identify. (It is true that I coul<l be merely 
pointinq out t..he significance of such. terms as I have just used. 
But the reader here will understand the noint I am making.) It 
is true that if I aIYL discussinq oolitical narti<?s Merelv for thC> 
sake of factus.l information, I· c~n run into some nrobleros if, 
for exal!lple, an individual by the resu.l t of his P.Xperience., or as 
the result of his family backgroun0., hates the term "nemocrat." 
Her~'-', he • ..;rould respond not so much to thP. composition cf phonemes 
as he would to the experiences he has had where the word· itself 
stands for that. t.vhich ls negative to hiI:l. 
In this kind of wri tinq, where t..he effort is made to point out, 
to explain, or to clarify, whatever words in combination are used 
such words are not intended to arouse the emotive response of the 
reader. 
More technically, if I decide, as I do, that "nttitudes" =e 
composed of heliefs and emo.tions , and that I do not desire tbe 
reader to adopt an attitude, then I will avoid, as much as possible, 
words alone or in combination that will tend to evoke emotive 
responses. I think that we can see, at this point, that writing 
compositions is not an easy matter. !Jow, I do net specik of the kind 
of oral or written composition that is essentici.l in motivating 
people to write compositions. I am concerned only with the composition 
range as identified thus far in this article. 
I am also assuming--an assumption that must break down as to degree--
that the writer must intend his words and that the reac'ler Must 
understand such intention. Now, in the real world of written 
composition, the phrasing that is, per se, intended to explain 
and to identify do'"s contain ingre<'l.ients thJ.t do evo.ke._ ~otive 
responses. Peca use words Clo carry so manv different mew·iinc:-s on 
different levels, it would S8etn difficult to have Pure eXT'OSitional 
pieces c£ composition. J":ven when I mention the wor<'l "Frii'l.ay I" I 
run into trouble with those who take certain attitudes toward Of a'hout 
"Friday." F.ven when I mention ,. "qradinq" in the sense of explainina 
.its "meaning," I run into emotional reactions and responses from 
the reader who takes a dyslogistic view toward being rated in a 
vertical scale. I run into oerscnal or attitudinal resoonses from 
the reader as to his own feelin0s a!>out "grading." ·· 
.. 
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It would appear that we do not need much training in composition 
to arouse attitudes. Of course, we need much training to arouse 
specific attitudes in _specific ways. Our problem, in expositionary 
writincr is to keep the readers' resnonses~ on the intellectual 
plane,-insofar as that is possible. 
We approach such comoosition in the lanC\'UnC)'e of physical scie>nces, 
less so when Wt"! enter the composition of "hiolos-y." ThP lanquage 
which treats of certain organs of the body is far more likely 
to evoke an emotional response.than would be true of the languacre 
which discusses rock formations. We can see the reason for 
some of the emotive resoonse in that the orC\'ans, as abstract, 
in study become quite concrete in face of our own personal responses 
to our own orqans. There is much that is auite removed from flesh-
and-blood in the mathematical compositions. Such, of course, 
is truer in the purely numerical statement of a problem than in 
a word problem. 
Even in a dissertation on automobiles, where the dissertation is 
meant for information, not for personal. reaction, the mention. 
of certain specific makes of automwbiles is certain to cause 
some personal response from the reader. If the discussion is 
purely on t.he basis of heavy cars, medium cars, and light 
cars, then the emotive resoonse will be diminished. However, we 
then run into a problem. " 
As individuals we want to respond to the concrete example, that 
which we can evidence at least to the senses. We cannot respond 
to "heavy" automobile, but we can and do respond to "Cadillac," 
"Ruick," and "Lincoln." When we respond to the concrete example, 
then the emotions begin to have their play in time. Ironically, 
we do not unde:sstand too •.vell until we have the More concrete 
example. When we have the concrete personal example, we bring our 
attitudes with us. Then, there is the CT.anc-er of having the 
communication that is in the mind of the -wr.i ter subsum'l0 in another 
way by the read.ei'. I am certain that this :nhenomenon must bav<7 
bothered "Plato. We seem to be cancrht in the impasse where t.be 
pure nature of a phenomenon can never be known or conveyed because 
the language of communication is never free from the elements 
of emotions, Without the emotive elements, it would appear that 
little communication, if any, would prevail. 
Yet, as I have observed, certain subjects lend themselves to the 
language of communication more easily than others, Without 
abandoning my questioning view (s) as to the .problems of the 
language of communication, I u:ust observe that many other languages 
as well as ours are sufficiently objective in the fields of 
sciences and mathematics to the extent that men· can do their work 
in communication reasonably well, Of course, the fact that we 
find the language of communication difficult to control should not 
cause us to direct-our efforts any less intensely in the direction 
of more effective communication. The direction and degree of 
effective cow.munication is one of the major responsibilities of 
school.and univeraity systems. 
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Whether the work is creative or not, the words in each .ca01e ·coma from 
the dictionary of the language, a dic;:tionary that is the,common 
denominator for all individuals using that language. I have never 
.been able to perceive that there are words in the dictionary that are 
uniquely those of the creative speaker or writer. But I have observed 
that many of the w0rds would be. somewhat inapproi;:ir.i:ate for a pi.ece 
of creative writing. I would not have my readers under the illusion 
or under the delusion that there are words that are uniquely those 
of the creative writer. 
It is rather the pace and the arrangement of the words which 0.et.ermine 
to a large degree whether or. not we have exposition or )"OP.try. Hithout 
going into the area of creative writing, I will limit my rell!arks 
to the kind of comoosition where someone tries to exolain some idea, 
person, event, or thing to someone eJ,.se. The sm:mosition is that I 
will use written composition to convey sone bit of information to 
other inrividnals. The kind of composition I am snea.kinq about 
will not l:)e that of persuasion•· ".'he rhetoric that·· uses ,.;ersnasion is 
certain' to arouse :s:ome emotive response. I simr>ly wish that my 
readers will, in each instance, understand what I have to convey. I 
do not desire, in this instance, to have them reach any agreement 
other than that they understand what I am utterinq. I have already 
agreed that no ID?-tter how careful I am in trying to utter 
sentences that carry but one clear meaning, I am bound to be defeated 
because of the number of ways through whicit1 utterances carry meanings 
on different levels. For example, in trying to describe a Siamese 
cat or-in trying-to narrate the instances of behavior of a Siamese 
cat, I must run into situations 1'1here . the readers are hy nature 
either strongly for or strongly against Sirunese cats. · 
Even in the world of mathematics I may have some considerable . 
difficulty because the reader may dislike mathematics of any kind 
or degree. I may have much difficulty in .describing a bqrse to those 
who have never seen a horse, or to those'who have lost money on a 
horse. Nevertheless, the kind of cormosition I have in mind.. at this 
point is that which seeks to give infornation as much devo.ic1 of 
feeling or sensihility as possible. To some degree, putting this kind 
of composi.tion over is a "game." 'Rut the- game is an inte±lectual one. 
But lest there be any unfortunate misunderstanding, all kinds of 
i;:ompositions are games', ai:id, in en.ch case, there is a strong . 
intellectual <'liscipline in each qc>.me. One of the features of the 
intellectual part of composition. is that of "or.derinq." T.·Jritten 
composition ·simply has to be a matter of order. Wli.eth~r the rules 
are explicitly stated in es.ch case, the rules of the <:'.ame are there. 
For there can he no orrlAr ••i i-hrm,. ~,,, ~~ 
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It is a matter of intellectual orderinO' where I must make clear 
my view of some .fact of experience--whether the fact is one of 
arithmetic, explainirg.bridge, ascertaining the cause of a . 
demonstration, measurincr the difference in intelligence quotients, 
or reporting, as fact, a baseball game. In this kind of a game 
I desire to ex~lain the facts, but do not desire to convPy or 
evoke any emotive response to the facts or ahout. the facts. 
Some of the rules are .imposed hy the natu~e of the lan~uage. 
In order to convev my :information, I need to use the lanO'uacre 
that is available-to the readers. Please note that I say "available" 
to the readers. It is not likelv that all that I have to utter 
by way of words will be known to each reader. Different readers 
will have at their disnosal a knowledcre of different words. However, 
I should not use words .. which cannot be found in some common 
depository of the language. 
Further/ it would be as well that I use the words in the sentence 
natterning known to the readers. Then, too, there are such rules of 
the game as should be understood through punctuation, spelling, 
and grammar. In this expository kind of composition, I am not trying 
to fool or mislead my readers: I am trying to explain some matters 
rather clearly. Therefore, I shall try to use words col11I'.lonly 
known, and, at the same time, I shall try to keer the words 
in their patterning as unambiguous as possible, in exposition. 
If I am writing "creatively," I desire to have my sentences 
reveal that the speaker in the lines is thinking with deep 
feelina. I wish to reflect or mirror some kinds of feeling, 
or some kind of feelings, In creative writinO' I am willing if not 
insistent on using my private er nersonal language, In writincr 
the expository piece, I am not nesirous of using my personal or 
private language • My personal or private language is certain to 
reflect my att.iludes which, most assuredly, will reveal the 
attitudes compounded of emotions anc. beliefs. Yet, each writer 
writes from an individual personality. Therefore, it is not likely 
that any one writer can escape thP fact that he holds e>.ny J:>i t of 
information in some subjective way, In writing the expository 
comp?sition, he is askef .. to ohjectify the suhjectivity he :r.as. 
. . 
Ht?. neen to take a logical look at the situation of indivia.uals 
in a given society, While each has a personal and uniaue 
individuality, one which experience indicates has some aDpreciable 
range, there are common denominators to man's thinking, feeling, 
and sensing. There are no emotions available to one denied all 
ot!Ers. There are no ideas accessible to one but forbidden all 
others. There are no senses the store of one individual· and not 
the store of all other individuals.(Of course, we are not speaking 
here of those suffering from pathological deprivations.) It is 
only logical and essential that we must speculate on the likelihood 
that the language of any single people is adequate to enable each 
individual:in that language to communicate with himself or with 
others. Therefore, we conclude that despite the uniqueness of 
each individual, there are wavs and words throurh whibh he can 
speak· to other unique individuals, not as unique as he,in the aame 
way. 
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In a quite recent text, one of whose chapters is entitled "The 
Mystery of Composition," its author states that 
No one, as a psychologist· told a "'student t-•ho came. to him 
3 
for counsel, can give ·us a new nervous system or miraculously 
enrich our background, but we can at least develop the nervous 
system we do have and enrich the background we do oossess 
so that what we have to say can be of great interest to 
others.a 
Now, there is quite a bit in these lines that is inte1asting and 
valuable. It would appear that the psychologist and that the 
author of the text are trying to make the point that everyone . 
has somethino worthwhile to state, And that since such is the case, 
a prospective writer should not be hesitant about his own 
intrinsic merits or demerits insofar as writing is concerned. 
I think that the significant point is that while each person 
has a nervous system that is not the same as that of any other 
individual, the nervous system is such as to experience many of 
the ideas, events, things. ideas, or intuitions that are com.~on 
to others with their different nervous systems. Nervous syste.11'.s 
vary, but do so finitely. There is certainly much about each 
nervous system that is common to all other systems. 
The act of will to choose words that carry as 1'1.uch as possible a 
precise meaninCT in a certain set of contexts is the act of 
will that rnust"'ohjectify the fact or .bit of knowleoge that is 
to be passed from an individual to another through words. 
Bven granting differences in style, it is easy to ascertain that 
what is in the mind of an individual as to some phenomenon that 
is to be conveyed or stated so that others can understand in the 
same way can be subsumed quite closely by others, But this 
understanding is most complete when the language as to tone 
association itself is ·as·devmid of emotive tones as possible, 
Again, I would agree that readers and listeners are most 
alert and attentive when illustrations or examples are used, 
But the illustrations and examples, leaning on the concrete and 
personal poles of appeal, can be dangerous if they lead 
the reader away from the abstraction they are supposed to 
highlight. 
!f.' '-"•'' c1esir1°" 1 th.:=n, 'to ccrmnu.nic!lte . SO that c:thers Will 1lnc'2rstand 
w!1.2.t is. said .·in· much th!" same way as we say 1~hat 1i7e das;i.re to. 
communicate, we must make evP.ry effort tc· use wor•'s· thnt as mucb. 
as f.iossible hav<e, thG sinq·le meaning, 01~e · w:,ich ··3oes not carry, 
in context, the uoetic element of surnrise. The words must he such 
as to be capahle-of some physical measurement or apprehension. They 
must be those which are somehow capable of some c'\ecrre<" of 
objectivity bebqeen ••1riter and rearer, To reach such a state or 
condition, we must somehow get away from an invitation to"just 
sit down and exoress ourselves, 11 " 
l.967, 
* 
Sidney P, Moss, C:omvosition BY Locric, Belmont. Wa<'l.sworth, 
xxxi, l70pp., p, 2. 
-. 
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" Critical Thcughts on Literature ani~. Its Language" I 
~Tearly all of us in the field of English, in its broadest 
sense,· know t'1hen we are reac1ing -literature am1 when we are not.. 
Even granting that what is literature to one person is not litera-
ture to another person with respect to any specific work: of 
a literary nature, there is some reasonably close consensus as· to 
what constitutes a piece of literature as distinct from some 
piece that is not literature. 
Please note that I have not defined literature: I have said, 
simply enough, that I can tell one piece of literature from 
a work that is not literature •. 7\.nd I have· granted and even 
urqed that all of the con.course of thos<" c1esiqn2ted .!:>y ;'you" may 
or can also make this distinction. 
After a few minutes in '.'ro~ina out.each other's langua~e 
sc-ecifics, we wqulc'J. agree, some1;1J->a.t mutua1_J.y, thc.t the matter 
of t11ought and feelinc-- is critical, ... In the array of :Forms through 
which the literary statements are carried, WP find that the lanqnage 
structures are used to evoke--or to exnr<">ss-- some of man's 
emotive st~tes. 
When the speakers or actors in the literature itself reveal 
atti tuc1.es ln conflict Glr ·crisis -, we can _,'.!iscern some of the 
attitudes represented, 1'-t this point, I must -:'o what I !:ave 
not done keenly enough ~;efore, I must point out that my 
attitudes toward a piece of literature are quite Cifferent 
from the literature that is the aesthetic object I contemplate 
or engage in. At this point, the whole matter of language 
and literature gets a bit confusing • 
. 
There are several areas of confusion being intermingled, My rirst· 
task is that of isolating, if I may, each confused area. Host 
of us who write about literature or who talk al'out literature 
are ~ritics or teachers. If we are critics of literature, we 
must be critics of the work itself, of its autbor, or of its 
language, or, of all of these elements. 
A critic of literature.passes some kind of a ju0.-.ment as to. 
the work's being goal' or bai:l .• Se may also pass 'jur"gm<">nt on the 
poe~, C.ranatist, novelist, or short story writer, Or, the critic 
may: assess a certain li terarv work as beino some Y:il'"1_ o<= a. 
competent or incompete~t illustration of trageay, comedy, 0r 
meIQdrama, for ex<.m~le,· 
' ' 
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A critic may consider that a certain author's cxr-licit or implicit 
theses--c©ming throuC"Th his literary work-- are justifiec"., or 
not justified, For "Xar'pl~, amon; the many issues rais·~:'. in 
l\rthur : iill,~r' s f'eath of a Salesman , the critic may support 
'Riller' s arc;;UMent for nor'ern trar;,.1dy as oproscd to tra('itional 
trar,rercy. If Death of a Salesman is jur1ged accorcin'J to the 
standar"\s of tra<'!i tional tragedy, the plav will come out poorly 
inc";_cer. 
The critic may stC1te his own literary '~octrine an<"· :iut"ge ~·•orks 
accorr1ing to suc)'\ a floctrine. For exa:rril0., a literar:r critic 
coul'l rror1uce his own com.'1\ancl"l·:mts for ''literary "xistentialism" 
anc' then !judge literary works n.ccor•.1in" to these cor.unanr1m.,nts. 
'!''ie critic >nay--and r'o<>s-- ai:mroach a ,,,ark ~"ith sori0 s•J"j~ctivity. 
, 
In so r"oing, he evaluat"s the ••1ork accor·-"in<J to "motions or 
attitu·l.es arouser~ in him. IJ'I many instanc!"S, the wor'< is consi ·'ore-" 
'JOOr' or ,,.Jac1 accor•'inq to th<'! atti tu:l.es that arn <\Vok:er" or 
not evoked in the lir-~t of some pre·~etcrf"li!'le'' orPer an·~. 
intensity set out 'Y the critic. 
'lcv,.,,rtheless, th•-: critic c'oes not come out as '··ar'ly as we mirrht 
eX:'PCt, or even hope. ''is lanr.ruagc is expository. ·1ay11e Embler, 
in his '·The Lan'.'fuage of r'riticism, •; points out t!'at the critic 
1'100s make statements ·'of fact a'>out a su1·.ject. I nust 0rant 
the critic the languacre of the ·'indicativ0 moocl, ·· ''ow, let rie 
hhstc•n to assure the r~a(er that tlio :inGicative moo:l is not 
that which is 'llways veri fia: ·le. :out the in~licative. moor\ r'oes 
presei;it, through ·th<'! wor<~~ which s.tarid · for ideas; · iC.eas as 
tJ:ough they wer,~ . the cx?-dt truth. Eritbler urges this point of 
view~ .. 
. ,
"The writing:in this novel is verv •eautiful'' 'is- a· 
'sentence. : one miqht finr1 -in, a cri ticai' reviei·•; arid wp.at 
the sentence says is that the writin"" is ';eautiful, though 
the critic proba'-ly knows well ~nough that this is his 
feeling a''out it, tha'-. this is the wav the rirose 
style appeals tp hh1. * · ' · 
Y~":, I noint. out.th.at th<>. US" of the verr ··to 1··e·" as note" a 1·ove 
i's Fl sort .. of timpless o''sf;,rvation, and one of indicatin....,. 
Enbli'!r' s reasoninr;. is sufficir>ntly at Doint <:0 incl 11r'0 l'lore 
6i!,s0rva tions on the lanr-uaC'e ·of cri ticisn: · 
* 
If a critic says ''Richar'' "agner is infer.ior to Jl'leye:t>be.er, 
we may ·a.jrec or. r'isar,r2c, '·ut th<" sentence says--
as presumably· the critic believes, anr' therefore, intenr'er1 
the sentence. to say--that Wagner is inf"!rior to 
fleyr.>rJ··eer .in· the sam? sense. that · styrchine .is rioi.sonous ." 
;leller :cm: .. ler, ''The; Language of Criticism,' c'Tc·,. XXII, T-To. 3, , 
l?· 262. . 
.r1 ic1. 
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Ile COl'le to a critical noint no•'l. ".'Joe cri t:ic 1 however 1;,., onerates, 
is to 1· e sul surner1 in at least one coin.men denominator. T'Jloen a 
critic tells his reariers or listeners t:hat: Person "/!> is •-.,,tter 
or worse than :O'lrson B, w" ten"' to take the critic's staten~nts 
as fact, not as oninion. '•'e a.ccord the state111erts t~e same 
certitucle as we r1.o t~ose of the scienti:<=.ic fact, 
' .. ''i.en l•'e come across the inr1icative stC'.tement in sciP-nce, WP ·'o 
not have to <;:"O to the thing itself for authority. :ut, in 
criticism, we would r1o well to view the aesthetic o•,ject itself. l·.S 
Aldous Huxley often--verv often--o•·server' the · language of 
criticism is most vigorou<;•' an-'! most vigorously dogmatic.· 
Dy this time it shoul,' '•e somewhat ap;->arcnt that the critic , in 
his language of criticism--ahout literature.-- often uses the 
in<':icative mood to l'rinq the reader to the critic's position 
a' out a piece of literature, rather than to the literature itself. 
And,yet, perha?S, that is preciselJ what the critic has in mine'. 
Is the critic seeking, in each instance, to direct the rear'er 
to the critic's standarc(s) for evaluation? Is the critic seeking 
to direct the reader to the critic's feeling a~out a piece of 
literature? Is the critic seekincr to r'irect the rea"'er' s attention 
to the critic's lan<:<uage, rather-· than to the language of the 
;.iiece of literature? ''hatever the a!'S1'•er may '"le, the lan(!uage 
an-' the tone of the critic are of the in,'licati"e nooP, '1aving, at 
all ti~es, elements of certitude. 
:
1ow, when we look at the language of the critic, as to the 
specific words, we <".o not fin<" the scientisn that we woulc1. fin<l 
in tl~e im~icati ve mood in a r.escriptive science. T1'e critic "'oes 
insist on his . being a'-le to use all wor"s in any way. "P. does 
rest his case on some solill evidence for - support. ~·ecau.se his 
range is that of lif'3 its elf, Ii terature cannot '"'!, for the 
critic, an area cf learni!'<J set off fro~ all c ct;h"'r areas, 
The critic, havincc ma<".e the assertion that all experience in life 
is of the nature of literature , is , of course, ,•.etermine;d 
';y this very defining. 
In mathematics we do not expect to find suc'.o terms as 'shatterin0, 
"ecstatic,·· " cl.enuding,' ; "enthralling, or ·splen<".rous... · 
l'ow, it is true that critics have proc1uced their own unique 
vocabularies. on· occasion, these formats seem to ';ea !Jit 
rigir1 and binding. However, the voca1.,ulary for each writer 
or for each set of writers is entirely unique.. iio,~ern critics 
attempt to f inc new and refreshing meanincrs for words that are 
known to rear'1ers. 
I conclude this direction of observations t'Y pointing out that 
critics who have trier to find a specific and special language 
for li terature--C'.enie0. all other forms of human response anr'. 
experience--have Yeen entirely unsuccessful. Powever, <;y insisting 
that tearinrr worrls used: in conventional contexts out of their 
contexts to shed light on other contexts <Jives vigor to )_anquage, 
the r.10r1ern critic gives worc1.s ne•v vitality. 
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In :the 6l!ia:t .6 ee:tlim ·.on .thl.6 dl.6 eU:.6.6lo n eo nee1tnln.q langua.g e. an1 · 
ll:teJta.tuJte, I have :ta.ken :the. ea.6le.1i:t Jtoa.d ln :ta.lblng ahou:t 
la.ngua.g e, ll:te1ta..tu1te, and .tlie eJtl:t.le, I dld no:te. tlta:t :the; eJtl:tle 
U.6 e..6 :the. lndlea.:tlv e mood, and .tha..t, a.6 a Jte.6ul:t", hl.6 pltonouneenien:t.6 
:t"a.lze on :the .1i:t1tue:tu1te. 06 .the aele.ntl6le a..1i.1ie1ttlon. Howeve.4, I alao 
ealle.d at:tentlon :to :the. fiae.t that :the e1tl:tle doe.6 no:t llml:t lilm.6el6 
:to a .6peelal g.i'.o.1iaa.1ty :that would make. /il.6 tJtea.:tmen.t ofi .tl:te1ta.tu1te 
a· p!tlva.te. one., and one :that would Jteduee ll:te1ta.tu1te :to :the 1tole oJt 
po.6l.tlon ofi a .6peel6le dl.6e-!-pllne. 1 waa not he.dglng on :thl.6 
poln:t: l.t l.6 almply :the 6aa.t :tha.t ll:te1ta.tu1te., a.6 one 06 :the. a.Jt:t.6, 
l.6 a Jtevela.tlon 06 .6omeone' .6. 11.e..1ipon.6e .to e.xpe1tlenee a.6 he. .6e.e.6 l:t, 
.thlnk.6 about l;t, and 6 e.e.l.6 l.t. 
Reeau.6 e .the e1tl:tle mu.1i:t . .talf1. a.bo_u.t a.u:tho1t.6 and .the.lit wo1t{z.6, he 
m1.t.6:t ma.11.e wha:t he. eon.1ilde.1t.6 .1iome de6lnl.tlve .1i.ta.temen.t.6, Howeve.4, 
a..6 he mu.6.t al.60 ~'l.e.6pond to :tha:t pa.4.t o-6 e.xpe!tlenee ln :the ll.te.1ta1ty 
wo1tk. (.6), hl.6 wo1tdl. rilu.6~ ealtlt!f · hl.6 owri. 6 e.ellng.6 a.bout what he 
eonee.Jtn.6 hlm.6 el6 wl.th. Agaln, we eon.1ilde1t :the. e1tl:U.e and 
ll:te1ta.tu1te,· and we eon.1ilde1t .the. C.Jtl:tle and hl.6 wo1td.6 a.ho1.tt" ll.te1tatu1te, 
a.nd we would do well to eon.1ilde1t .the. ll:te11.a.:tu1te and l.t.6 woJtd.6. 
We dep,a.4.t u1tom .the 'eon.1ilde1ta.:tio11 on ;tl1e eonnu.1ilon :the e1tl.tle 
nm.lit· l1.Jtdv.Jt, and move to qul:te a .tflldi.q, a.Ile.a', Wha.t a.baut tlte 
".te.a.ehe.IL 0 n ll.te.0'la..tu1L e? 11 
A1t 1-.Jf1to..1tlf!.r.', 1 ':'J0.6.t.r<onq c.onC.e.li.P ·a!;ou:: ?.i_:i"e.r, :.0 ~11.1r.e. l.t.1iel6 a.n!1( lt.6 
language.. The.1te l.6 a..t .thi.6 •Joln:t :the. .te.aehe.Jt a.nd :the .l'..l.te.Jto.:tu!Le, 
In ea.eh ln.6ta.nee., wo11.d.1i a!Le involved. l.t l.6 doub.t6ul :tha..t .the. 
tea.eh.e.IL wlll :tea.eh mueh ll:te.1r.a.:tu1r.e 1vl:thou.t wo1r.d.1i, Th.e.n we have. :the 
WOILd.6 06 .the ;tea.ehelL, :the WOILd.6 06 ll.te.Jr.a.;(;u!Le and, lhev.f.:ta.bly, 0 " 
:ttie .1ituden:t.6. Even when 1 de.fiine. ll.te.1ta;f;u1r.e., I am .1ia.ylng .6ome..thlng 
a.bou.t ll.te.1r.a..tu1r.e., 1ta.the1t t.l1a.n de6ln.ing .the .th.lng lt1>el6. 1 do l1now 
;that~ ll:te1ta..tu1r.e, lnvolve1.i, 60-'l. mo.6:t ofi u.6, ".thlnb.ing w.lth 6ee.llng 
a.bou.t .thlng.6, lde.a.a, e.ven.t.6, ln.1i:tltu.tlon.1i, and pe1t.1ion1.i, all ln .6pa.ee 
and .tlme. When I have ma.de. .thl.6 .1i.ta.;temen.t; 1 have. ln mlnd :that 
":thlng.6, ldea..6, e.ven.t.6, ln.1it.Ltu.tlon.6, and pe1L.1ion.6, all ln .6pa.ee 
and .tlme" do e.11eompa..1i.1i. all 06 expe1r..le11ee--all .that .i6 .1it1tong ..enough 
.to lmp!te.6.6 i.t.1ie.l6 on .the. 11e1wou.6 <1u.6tem--a..e..e. .tlia . .t l.6 .1i.t1r.ong ·enough 
.to evok.e emo.tlve. 1t.e.1.ipon1.ie..1i. • 
Ye.t, .6lnee. :thl.6 d.e.6lnl.tlon eould be. a.bou.t a.the.IL fio!Lm.6 06 a.Jr..t, 1 
would 'add .that thi.6 :th.{,nb . .lng and- n eellng a.bou;t: expe!Lle.nee . ft..6ui.tUy 
eomrt;>_a.bou..t :th1r.ough wo1r.d.1i--w1r.Lt.ten OIL .6poken. Pe1th.a.p.6 "eome? a.bou.t" 
l.6 no:t a 601r..tuna.:te teJtm. I .1ia.y, o:the1r.wl.1ie, .tha.:t .ti.te1ta.tu1r.e l.6 
.to be expe.1r.le11.ee.d :thJtoug h wo!Ld.6. · 
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I kno11J .that the.1te wilt be tli.o-1ie who will demult long enough :to -1>ugge-1>t 
;th.a,t li:te.1ta.tu.1te ca.n be expe.1tienced thJtougft vi-1>ualiza.tion. Then, 
06 cou.1t-1ie, we ha.ve to decide whe;thelt oJt not d1tama, o.1ta.llt! 1tende1ted, 
i-1> li;t e1t at ult e • 
Rut, how doe-1> anyone "teach" li;te1ta;tu.1te? We can :teach wha.t 
li.te.1ta.tu.1te i-1>, pe1thap-1>. ':Jhen we can d e6ine to :the ex.tent .tha;t 
we locate one 1.ipeci6ic di66e1tence be.tween one 60.1tm 06 expe.1tience 
a.nd ano.theJt, What ma.ln1.i li:te.1ta.:tu1te di1.i:tinc;t fi1tom non-li:te.1ta..tu1te? 
Ea.ch i1.i ca..1t.1tied olt .1tev ea.led thJtoug h - 'wo1td.S.' 16 we want .to 
dete1tmine .that we have lite.1tatu.1te when ou/f. emotio n-1> a.Jte evoked 
ov elt wha.:t we cilte co ncelLned with by way o 6 wo.1td1.i and tha.:t we ha.v e 
non-li:te.1ta.:tu.1te when oult emo:tionl.> a.Jte not evoked, we have a 
Jtecognizable po1.i-1iibi-ti:t!:f. 06 couJt1.> e, we :then have to decide 
whetheJt :the :thinking wi:th 6 eeling i1.i on ,tht __ lLteJta:tuJte i:t1.i el6, 
oJt beca.u1.> e ot) 1.iome_ o:the1t 1.>i:tua.:tio n which the li.te1ta.:tu1te 
I.> eem-1> to encouJta.g e o/f. biting a.bout. 
But we can cr.ppltoach de.6ini:tion with -1iome degltee. o~ ceJt:tain:ty when 
we Jtea.lize .that oll :that ha.1.i been called l.lte.1tatu1te 1.ieem1.i to have 
an ing.1tedient 06 ct66ect-llie .1te1.ip9n1.ie. Vet, :t~il.> fieeling i1.i alwcty1.> 
a.ccompa.nied by "thinh.ing. "Mow, my d.e1.iilte,1.i :to .tacl1te li:te1tat.:u.1te 
alt not to tackle li:te.1tatu1te a1te o.nothe1t matte.If.. My "love" 601t 
li:te1LatU1Le i-1> one ma:t:telL; the l-l:te1Latu.1te . .l1.> ano:the.Jt. 
Now, you and 1 can go .t/iJtotigh many expe . .1tience1.i in :the !teal p101tld, 
a.nd we would not call 1.iuch expe1tience1.i '1lLte.1ta.tu1tr>, ." In thi1.i 1teal woltf.d 
we wou.l!.d have at:ti.tude1.i involved, a;t:ti:tude1.i which .lnclude belie11.i 
and emot.lonl.>. How, :then, do I di-1itingui1.ih the a6 0ec.tive wolLld o{i 
expe1tience :tha.t i1.i 06 -the 1te_al and co nc.1tete wo.1t.td· with :the a 1H ec:t.lv e 
expe1tience in li:te1ta:tu1te? In .l!.i:te1La:tu1te I am g1ta<1ping a hegment 
06 expe1tience which may be my own pltiva:te .lllu1.iion olt detu1.iion 
ofi :tl1e wo.1tld 06 expe1tinnce. In li:tetta:tU:Jte, 1 do not fieel fioJt the 
.If.eat wo.1tld, bu:t .ieem to 6eel 60.1t my view1.i 06 the Jteal wo.1tld. 1 do 
not cla..11.>i6y my expe1tience1.i in the !teal woJt,~d a.6 li:te.1tatu1te and 
non-ti:te1ta.:tu1te. Rut 1 do make 1.iuch d.l1.itinc:tio1u, in w.1ti:ting alt 
1.ipeaking about my illu.iion olt 1te.ipon1.ie to expe.1tie11ce. 
Eventually and e1.>1.ien:t.laliy, we mu1.i:t delibe1ta:te on phito.6ophic 
g1tound1.i, and, at ;that poin:t we have to be di1.i1.ia:ti1.>6ied with 
with defiining wha;t a thing i1.i by wha;t it do e1.i • 0 {j coultl.> e, we ca.n 
e1.ica.pe :thi1.i pltobtem by 1.>imply no;(; {jacing it • The :teclehe.1t o{j 
lite1ta:tu.1te deal1.i wi;th lite.1ta.1ty piece1.i, in :thei1t u1.iual a.nd wetl-
known 601tm1.i. But what i1.i ta.ugh;(;? 
When 1 tea.eh the Fng.ti-1ih Re1tt:ti1.i1.iance, I h.ave a clu1.ite.1t o{j wtti:te1t1.> 
Jtang-Lng 6Jtom Spe111.ie.1t :thJtough M.ll:ton. 1 1.iay 1.iome.th.lng about each 
individual. When I 1.>peak about each individuctt, I u1.ie. 1,10.1td1.i ;t,o 
do 1.io, ctnd mtf wo.1td1.i a.Jte abau;(; :the1.ie ind.lvidrLal1.i. But, 1.iucli y.ie.op.fe 
al.> Spen1.ie.1t, Raleigh, Sidney, Sli.ab.e1.>pea1te, .Ben Joni.ion, Ma.Jtlowe, 
and John Vonne a.Jte not li:te1ta.:tu.1te. It .l1.i po1.>1.iihle :t:ha:t I could 
I.> peak about :the1.i e individuat1.i in a way ;that my .1tema..1tb1.i, .ln all.al olt 
w1ti:t.ten {jo1tm, might be con.1.iide.1ted li:te1ta:tu1te. P.u:t, a.1.i a. teac/1e.1t 
o{j li:tetta.:tuJte, 1-~itnd othe1t :teachg;1t1.i-- do no;(; , make li:te.1tatu.1te 
about the individual1.i alt :theiJt lite1ta:tu1te, ( I mig h.:t a1.i a cJti:tic). 
Mow, 1 mah.e comme11t1.i abou;t th.e1.ie individua.t1.i and :theilt ti:te1ta.1ty 
wo1tk1.i. I{j the u1.iua.l Jtun o{j a{i6ai.l!.1.i aeco111pa1iie1.> my :tectching, 1 
will pltobably make commen:t1.> a.bout mir ldea.1.i a.bout the li:te1ta.1ty wo.1tk 
........... 
"V.le.wli on Language. and LLte1ta.tu1te." 3 
In .teac.h.lng my .i'..l.te.1ta.tu1te c.ou1t.1ie--.ln .th.l!i .ln.1i.tanc.e .the 
Eng.i'..l.1ih Rena.l.1i.1ianc.e-- 1 w.l.i'..i'. .ta.i'.11. about .the. bac.l1.g1tound.1i a<S 
.the pe1t.{.ad--e.c.onam-i.c., 'pa.i'.-i.:t-i.c.a.i'., Liac.-i.a.i'., and Jte.i'.-i.g.lauli. Ye:t, 
:the bac.l1.g1tound .l!i not .the .i'.-i.te.1ta.tu1te., 
16 1 tiave. veitve. and d1t.lve., I c.an :teac.h ml{ e.nthud.la.Lim fia!t what I 
am do.lng, bu.t Liuc.h .lli not the. .i'..l.te.1tatu1te~ 1 c.an :te.ac.h ml{ unde.1t-
.1i.tand.lng afi .the. poem.Ii, iJo!t example., but :the. undeJr.Li:tand.lng .l!i no.t 
.the .i'..l.te1ta.tu1te. 
I c.an .teac.h t~1.e .1i:t1tuc..tu1te. 06 .the poem, 001t e.xamp.i'.e.. 'lu.t .th.e 
.1i.t1tuc..tu1te. .l.1i no.t :the. pae.m -i..t.1ie . .i'.6, no:t :the .i'.Lte.1tatu1te.. 1 c.an a.1i.1ie.1t.t 
.that what .t!ie. autha1t wa.1i L6 wha..t :the. poem he.c.ame., bu.t :tha.t .l!i 
no.t .the. poem. Even .lo I .teac.h .the wo1td.1i 06 .the poem, that .l!i 
no.t .the po em a.1i .i'..l.tc_Jz.a.tuJte., Al.t .tha.t 1 wau.i'.d have .taug h.t., .ln 
.teac.h.lng .the wo1td.1i, -i.Li .that I am av1a1te 06 .the. wo1td.1i and .that 1 
b..now them. 
I c.an .teach .the Li .tud e.n.t.1i - -and m yLi e.i'.6, e.n1tou.te.- -.that .<.n .the Fcte1t-i.e 
Que.en .the.1te. a!te. .1ie.ve1tat .1ie.t.1i 06 .1iymbo.e..1i • Ru.t ite.ach-i.ng .tha.t .the!te. 
o.Jte. .1ieve.1ta.i'. .1ie..t.1i 06 Liymbo.i'.Li .l!i no.t te.ach-i.n~ .the poem. I can Lihow 9 that Spe.nLie.Jt -i.Li :the poet 06 "mu.lie.um .t-i.me.,' but .that doe.Ii not¥•1e<i.'rv 
.teach .the po em -i..t,1, e.£.6. 1 ,1,uppa,1, e tha.t 1 c.outd .6 ay .that wh-i.te. I 
eaiinot. .tea.ch .the. po em d.l1te.ctty by teach.lng Lityte the.Jte. c.a.n be. 
t.lt.tte. unde.1t,1,.tand-i.11g o!t app1tec.la:t.lo n o 6 l.l:te.1ta.tu1te.. without style. 
Yet, even he.1te., I am -i.n a. qua.nd1ty. To ,1,ay .that we c.an app!toac.h 
Spe.n.6 e.Jt '.6 po e..t!ty be.:t.te.Jr. th!taug h ,1,tudy.lng Spe.nli el!. Cl.6 an 
.lnd.lv.ldual, .thJz.oug h app!te.c.lat.lng the. age. .ln wh-i.c.h he. l.lv e.d, and 
:tli!tough unde.Jt./J:tand.lng h.l,1, 601tm (Li}, -i..6 to a.1i,1,e.1t:t a valuable. :t.Jtuth. 
Yet, a:t th.l,1, po.lnt, I have not be.en able. :to :teach the. poe.m.6 06. 
Spe.n./Je!t, a.Ii l-i.:te.1tatu1te.. 
1 m-i.gh:t :ta.11.e a new tac.II. and 1,ugg e.,1,:t tl1.a:t Spe.n,1, e.1t 'Li r.io em.6 
Jte.v ea.l h-i..6 c.o nc.e!tn ov e.Jt Ca.thol-i.c.l,1,m and P1tote.,1,ta.nt.l,1,m. Suc.h .l,1, :the. 
:t.Jtu:th, no doubt. Howe.ve1t, :to ma.11.e :th.i.,1, ,1,.tate.me.n.t .i.1> :to ,5how 
what c.a.n happen .th1tough Spen.6e.1t',1, poe:t1ty. Ru.t Liuc.h -i.Li not .the . 
.i'..i.te.1ta..tu1te.. · 06 cou1t.1ie., nnyone can de.6.lne. l-i..te1ta.:tu1te. ./Jo a,1, :to 
equate. ti.te1ta:tu1te. wLth :the. c.o nc.e1tn,1, .l:t Jtev e.a.e,1, :th!toug h -i..t1.> 
l.i.ne.6 and th1tough Lt,1, .te.ac.he!t.6, Yet, wl1el't we rlo .60, we. e.ncoun.te.Jt 
.the. c.1t.lt.[c.,5. Fol!., a.,1, :they h.civ e. .told u,1,, .i'..i.te1ta.:tu1te. .i . .6 not .to be. 
de6.lne.d .ln :te.Jtm.6 06 a single d-i.1.>c..lp.i'..lne. o!t .6e.ve.1tal d.l1.ic.lpl.lne..6. 
1 :t .l,1, not :to be. de.n-i.ned 'a,1, :t:ha.:t p1to c e.,1,,1, and ach.i.e.v em e.n:t whi.c.h 
be..t.te.Jt Jte.ve.al '1..i.,1,.to1ty, Lioc.fo,~ogy, alt e.:th.lc.1.>. L-i.te1tatu1te. ha1.i 
fiew boundLi--a.nd we. na:te.d .that 601t ,1,uc.h a Jte.a../Jon the. wa1td,1, 06 :the. 
c.Jt.i.:t.i.c. have. a e.w bo u nd.6 01!. C.0 nl.> tJta. .i.n.t.~ • 
At th.i.,1, po-i.n:t, a.,1, a .te.ac.he.Jt o 6 li..te.1ta.:tu1te, I am bec.om-i.ng .6 ome.wha:t 
de.Lipe.Jta.te.. I .then go :to c.e.Jtta.ln pa,1,.1iage,1, and .lnd.lca:te. .the. mea.n.lng (.6} 
.tha..t .tlie.1ie. pa.,1,,1,a.ge..6 have. alt c.a.1t1ty. Ye.:t, when I do ,1,0, 1 <&.t-i.ll 
have my p1toble.m,1,. 1 am g.i.v.i.ng my .i.n.te.Jr.p1te.ta:t.i.on(1.i} 06 :the. poem, 
but -1>uch .l1.> no:t :the. poem -i.:t.1.i e.l6. Then, how do I te.ac.h l.l:te.1tatu1te? 
I .t1ty, fi.lnal.i'.y,:to be. hone.Li.t. I do a.el :the.,1,e. :th-i.ng,1, alt ma.11.e. al.I'. 
.the. Li:te.pli -i.nd.lc.a:ted. 1 boldly a.nnounc.e that .i'..l.te.1ta:tu1te. .l,1, .the. 
ac.h.leveme.n:t 06 a p1t-i.va.te. 1te.-1>pon,1,e. :to publ.i.c e.xpe!t.le.nc.e.. Bu:t, :then, 
do 1 tea.ch my -i.de.a.(,1,} about· ~y own Jte.Lipon./Je .to a p!t.lva..te. 
1te.6pon,1,e. :ta ./Jome. publbi e.xpe.1t.le.nce? We ne.e.d :to Jte.de.6.lne. the 
c.onc.e.ptli c.a1t1t-i.e.d by ":te.ache.Jt 06 l-i.:te.1tatu1te.." 
A I>:tuden:t appl!.oaehed me :the o:the!t day wLth :the I>:tate.men:t: "1 wan:t· 
to :take anothe.Jt eou.Jt.6e .ln l.l.teJta:tu.JtL I love l.l:tel!.a:tul!.e." It .60 
happen.e.d :tha:t' !>he vJa.6 not abR.e .to. g e.:t anothe!t eoul!..6 e .ln .e..l:te.Jta..tu.Jte.. 
She. Wa.6 .6ome.•-0ha.t Jtel.le.ved .to bnow .that .the eou.Jt.6e .6he wanted .to· .take 
.ln l.l.tel!.a.tul!.e. wa.6 not Jtequ.l!te.d. So, !>he .thought .tha:t !>he, !iwuf.d 
wa.l:t anothe!t .6eme.6.tel!. .to .take. a eou.Jt.6e '.ln lLteJta..tu.Jte. · . 
A Jta:the.Jt .6.lmple !>Olu.t.lon had oeeuff.Jte.d .to me.. S.lnee .6he .6.tlte.6.6ed 
ueff. love. 6o!t l.l:te.Jta.:tu!te, wliy .• f>f10uld !>he not have a.:, mu.eh lLteJta..tu!te 
a..6 .!>he wanted? All !>he would need .to do would be Jt.a.the!t 
e.aI>y. S.lmply .take. a book and !Lead l.l.te.Jta.tu.Jte! 16 !>he wanted .to 
!Lead abou.t l.l.tel!.a.tu.Jte, u1e ha.ve. many boofz.6 .ln I>ueh a ve.ln. I6 !>he 
wanted .to Jtead l.l.te.Jta.tul!.e 'he!t.6elfi, :the!te would be. no p!toblem fio!t we 
have .tho a.6 and.6 o 6 /tl.e: b 6 o fi.1> · · tl~<t:t · cio n.ta.lii.l.i.:tel!.a;ta.'1.e.. · S '•t ·ex.pl!. 1!../d el) 
a de.!>ll!.e. :to !Lead .the. poe . .tl!.y 06 Shelley and Ke.a:t.6. I 11Ja.6 pfea.6ed · 
:to he. able .to .6u.gge.6.:t .6ome Jteadaf:.le. and u.6e.6ul vo.f.ume.6 o1 :the.l!t 
poe.tJty. But I>he wa.6 .6.lrigula!tly ·unhaiJpy, .lfi no.t~ala!tme.d. 
Pu.Jt.6u.lnp :the ma,f:.te.Jt ;lu.!t:the!t, I wondeJiecl why .6l1 e dld not wan.t .to 
.!Lead he.IL 6avol!.Lte poe:t.6' poe . .tl!.y, Sh.e ve.ntu.Jted .the. oh1.>e.Jtva,t.lo:1 .tha.t 
!>he would .no.t ge..t ,th!te.e. I>eme.6.teJt hou.Jt.6 o~ el!.ed.l.t Jtead.lng by h.el!..6el6. 
Bu,t .then !>he. baeked a.way 6Jtom .the adml1.>.6.lon :tha:t ,1,he. would pttlt.6U.e 
:the. poe.:tl!.y on.ty .l6 ,1,he. wou.e.d l!.e.ee..lve el!.e.rl.l.t .ln .1ie.me . .1i:te.Jt houl!..6. 
Then ·r veni;ul!.e.d :the r.io.6.6.f.h.l.C.Ltu :tha:t .1il1e wo1iJ.'.d J'.ovr_ R.l:te.Jtat.u.Jte. 
only when ioo!tb.lng wLth lLte.itai:.uJte. .ln a. c.fa.6.6 .6.l.tua:t.lan. Sh.r 
d.ld no.t aeeep,t :that po.6.6lb.ll.i.:ty. F.l~ally, 1 t)ound :tha.:t !>he waa 
:talb.lng a.bou:t a:tudy.lng l.i.:te.Jtat.ul!.e., .ln :the. 6 al!.m o~ lf!O e .. tJty 
b!f Kea:t.6 and She.lie~/ • · 
1 WO!tked .l\Ome new m.lnu.te.6 w.l;th he!t .ln :tJty.lng ,to·h.ave he.IL .6ee 
:tha:t .6-t'.udy.lng .e..l:te.Jta.tul!.e. m.lgh.t nltt be. . .tl1e. .6ame a..6 .f.ovlng t.ltel!.a:tu.Jte. 
OIL a.6 enj o y.lng alt applt e.e.la.t.lng l.l:tel!.a:tu1t e. Ov e.Jt :the. ne.x.:t 6 ew 
m.lnu:te.6' c.onvel!..1>a:t.lon, 1 d.l.1ieove.1Le.d :tha.t !>he wa.n.te.d :to be. :told 
abou:t Ke.a:t.6 and Shelley and abou,t :the.LIL poe.tl!.y, Bu.t .1>he d.ld no,t 
want :to analyze :the poetl!.y, alt 11 .te.aJt .l:t :to b.l-t.6." She. :thought :that 
.ln.ten:t.lonal.l!>m wa.6 a good :th.lng. The poem ·"i.J> :the .ln:ten:t.lon.6 06 
.the. poet. Ye..t, !>he wa.6 muc.h be.enc.IL 6oJt .lmplte.6.6.lon.l.6m, .ln :that the 
poe:tl!.y wa.6 wha-t !>he wanted :the. poe.:t1ty :to me.an :to f1el!.. 1 mu.I>:t adm.l:t :to 
eonfiu.6.lon. · ~ 
My m.lnd .6l.lpped baek alt ov el!. :to Gu.Jtl!.ey '.o .v.lew :tha.:t l.l.te.Jtatul!.e 
.i..6 alwa.y.6 :the. ma:t:te.Jt of' ex.pee:taney, .6ul!.p!t.l.6 e, and eo ng1me.ney." 
The. level on ob.6el!.vat.lon c.on:ta~n.6 .6.lmple wol!.d.6 and .6.l:tua:t~on.6. 
We. al!.e a:t one. wLth .them on :the. pl!..lmal!.y level. 
.. _.,,_ ·- ... 
"V.le.wpo.ln.t.6 on Language. and LLte.Jt.a.tuJt.e." 
I .th.lnb. o{i Shelley' 1.i bJz..le.~ "To--.;: I Ro ob at the. fi,i.,Jt.;.,t .lmage, 
wh.lc.h goe..1i .to :tlie· {i.lJz..1i:t majaJz. , panc..tua.t.lon: 
MUSIC, when .1io&.t vo.lc.e.a d.le., 
V.lbh.a..tu .ln :the me.moJz.y; 
Eac.h one. ofi .the.J.ie. wo!t.d.6 .l.6 qu.l.te. fiam.ll.la!t. :to 
The .6 f,m.tax .l.1i qu.l.te. u,t,uat • The. .1i.ta..te.m en.t .l.6 
:to the phy.1i.lc.a.t aJ.ipec.:t 03 mu.Ii.le. .ln .te.Jt.111.6 06 
c.an pe!t.c.e.lv e. :that when .the. phy.1i.lc.a.t J.iound ofi 
.the. ma.Ii.le. .l.6 ;.,.t.ltle.d, .the mu.1i.lc. c.an v.lbJt.a.te 
.1ie.t 06 c.ho!t.d.6 oft. .tune.Ii. 
.the. ft e.a d e.n on .E.l.1i .t e. n en • 
qu.l.te. e.xpl.lc..l.t a.6 
Y,t,ofit vo.lc.e..6.'" 1 
.the. va.lc.e. c.anny.lng 
o n a.6 a n e.m em b e.n e.d 
At .th.l.6 po.lnt :the na:tuJt.e o{i l.l.te.Jta.tuJt.e., e..1ipec..lally poe..tlt.!f, 
bec.ome..6 moJt.e. paten.t. The!t.e. .l.6 .the. c.ontf!.a.6.t be.tween .the. .1iound 
a,t, phy.6.lc.al and the. .60und a,t, Jt.eme.mbe.ne.d, a.6 .lde.al, Jt.a:t!1e.Jt. .than a.6 
Jt.e.al. I am "J.ittnpn.lse.d~ At :th.la po.ln:t 06 .1ianpn.l,;e. 1 beg.ln to t)e.e.f.. 
a:t:t.l:tud.lnallq .lnvolve,d. T!1.e. nex.t .two .C..<.ne.a do muc.h .the. .1iame. to 
me., on fion me: 
Odouf!..6, when .1irue.e.t v.lale.:t;., .1i.lc.k.e.n, 
l . .lv c. w.l.th.ln the .1i Ul.6 e .. theu qu.<.c.k.C',n, 
H"-Jt.e.; we. go :ta the. J.ien.6e o~ <1mel.t; he!t.e.,. when :th~. odault.6 movr. 
to .the..ln .ln:ten<1.l:ty be.6oJt.e. the. de.m.<..1ie. o& ;tt'e. v.lole.t, thP.t.f aJt.e. 
.1ime.lle.d by aun me.mon11 ofi :them. Th.e. wo!t.d ';;.,c.nlie" .lnte . Ele.c.:tua.J~ . .lze.6 
the..6 e. :two f...lne..6. 
I fie.el de.e.p.Ey at th.l.1i pa.ln:t, I 1e.el dee.YJl!f he.c.au:,e I am fionc.e,d 
.to .1ie.c . .the. gJt.e.a.t :tnu:th :that ofi.te.n the.Jt.e. mul>:t be. a phy<1.lc.a!!. de.a:th, 
a neduc.:t.lan .to phy.6.lc.al null:lty :ta ga.ln .lnte..tlec.tuo.l .ln;.,.lght .lnto 
:the. na.tane. 06 .th.lng.6. 
The. ae.c.and .. 1;tanza oi) .th.l.6 ,two-;.,tanza vef!..6e o{ifiel!..6 .the. pl!..lmaf!.y 
level 06 e.xpec..tanc.y. The.Jt.e .l.6 no unu.6uct.E J.iyn:tax off, J.ie.ma.n:t.lc. 
c.omponl?ln.t: 
Ro.6 e. leav e.6, when the. Jr,o.6 e .l.6 de.ad, 
AJLe he.aped 60'1. .the. be.love.d'.6 bed;, 
And J.ia thy .though:t.6, when .thoa an:t gone., 
Love .l.t.6 el 6 .6 hall .1ilam b e.n on. 
We we.Jt.e. ,/ia!t.p!t..l.6 e,d and mul;l.e.d .ln the. 6.l!r..6.t J.i:tanza o.:t 6.lnd.lng .that 
when the. phy-1>.lc.ai'. J.ien.6e.6 abated, .the .lde.a 06 them wa;., J.i.tnong 
and af...lve. In the. .1iec.ond .6tanza .the .thaaght.6 a& .the dead may 
be he.aped a.6 the. le.o.ve.6 6on the. de.ad no.6 e, but outlaJ.it.lng eac.h 
.l.6 the qu.le..t hut e.telt11a!'. 6 oJt.c.e 06 lave.. Wli.e.11 1 ne.ad :the. l.lne..6 
aga.ln, 1 Jz.e.al.lze. how powe.1t6ul .l.1i .the ma,tte.n on :though.t, afi Shelle.14' .6 
.ldea.t woJt.ld, 601!. wh.lle love. J.iluml:>e.11.;., on, .l:t ha.6 11.0 .f..l6e o.nd 
no .6.lgn.l6.lc.anc.e. w.lthout .the. wanld o~ :though.t. A.6 Gu11.ne.y oh.6ef!.ved, 
l.l.te.Jt.atuf!.e. .lli a.lway-1> c.ongf!.ue.n.t. That, .l.6, w~e.n .the. whole. e.xpe.Jt.le.nc.e. 
.l.6 c.omple.te., :the. Jt.e.a.de.n unde.Jt.J.i:ta11d-1> :that 11.a:th.lng ha.6 ho.pp~,ned :tha:t 
.l.6 na.t human, nath.lng .that ,{.;., 110.t an .lllu.6-ion =44 l.l6e, oft. na:t a 
m.lJz.Jt.on atl J.iome v.le.w 06 l.lfic.. Then~ c.an he 110 wo!t.ld a{i :th.oaght 
w.lthou.t. the. wo11.ld 06 .6e.n.6a..tio11 :tha:t d.le.ti ta g.lve. :tl1.ough:t .e..l~e.. 
Yet, 601!. e.ac.h ).nd.lv.ldual, :th.augh.t le.ave.J.i when .the. phy.6.lc.al l.l(,e . 
.l:t.6el6 e.nd.6, and lave, w.£.thout. the. t).lne ofi .the. m.lnd, c.an •. bu.t .6lumbe.Jz.. 
Now, 06 c.oaltJ..e, othc.n.6 w.lll ./Jee the l.lne.6 .ln a 6alih.lon .6ame.what 
q!.lfifienen.t, 1 am c.eJt..ta.ln. Ye.:t, 1 wou.e.d be.l.le.ve. :tha.t fion e.ve.nyone, 
.the.'1.e. .l.6 alway.6 :tha.:t c.ommon .ln:tJtoduc..t.lan, .the. J.iw.l6:t e.le.me11:t 06 
be.lng .6u!Lpn.l.6 ed .lnto 6 e.e.l.lng by 1.i e.e.ing e.xpe.Jt..lenc.e. .ln a new and 
••• () .L • • ~ .I . . I () ~ _ I .L 
"V.le.wpo.lnA:1.> on La.ngua.g e. and L.l:te.1La.:tu1Le": PalL:t I 11 3 
Now, .the. poem .l1.> c.ompo1.>e.d 06 wo1Ld1.>. The.1.>e. wo!Ld-6 we.!Le. wfL.l:t:te.n 
by a. poe.:t who wa.1.> 110.t u11awa1Le. 06 :the..l!L na.:tufLe.. WLthou:t :the. 
6.l6:ty-6ou!L wo1Ld1.> and punc.:tua.:t.lon ma.1Lk1.>, :the.ILe. would be. no poe.m, 
and no l.l:te.ILa.:tufLe.. S.lnc.e. She.lle.y d.ld WIL.l:te. :the. poe.m, we. c.onc.lude. 
:tha.:t :the. wo!Ld-6 m!j'.1.>.t c.aJL!Ly :the. me.a.n.lng, :th/Lough the..lfL 1.>:t1Luc.:tu1Le.li 
and fiunc.:tJ..0111.>, 06 :the. poe.:t' .6 c.!Le.a.:t.lve. .lma.g.lna:t.lon. Ye.:t, :the. wo!Ld-6 
on the. plL.lma.JLy le.ve.l a!Le. liimple. wo1Ld1.>, Wo!Ld-6 c.ommon :to e.a.c.h. 
pe.!LliO n, 
The. wJJJ.ILdli, :the.n, wt1.lle. e.1.>1.ie.nt.la.e.,a.1Le. no:t the. me.a.n.lng1.> 06 .tl•e. poe.m; 
.ln a phyli.lc.al li e.n1.> e., :the.y may be. the. po e.m a.I.> a.n a.e.lithe.:t.lc. obj e.c.t, 
Eu:t .the. a.IL!Lang e.m e.ntl.i .ln li yn:tax and .the. pho no.tog.le.al no:te.1.> 
r&!Le. pa.IL:t 06 :the. .:to:ta.R. 1.>:t1Luc.:tu1Le. wh.lc.I• lie.:t1.> the 1.i.tage. JolL :the 
1.ie.ma.nt.lc. 6trnc..t.lonli, The. poem bJLough:t :to l.l6e. )..J.i :the . .f..l:te.ILa.:tufLe.. 
The. poem 0..£..lve. .lli £..l:te.JLa.tufLe.; o:the.1Lw.l1.ie., :the. r.ioe.m .i.1.i :the. poe.m 
a1.i 1Le.1.>:t1L.i.c.:te.d :to the. li:tlLuc.:tulL.i.ng o 6 :the. wo1Ld1.> .i.n e.e.IL.:ta..ln 
olLd e.IL.i.ngl>. 
L.i.:te.1La.:tu1Le.--poe.:t1Ly and o:the.IL .t.l:te.ILa.ILy nOILtnli-- .l-6 :the. WOILld 06 
e.x p e.JL.i.e.nc. e. - - ali o!Lde.IL e.d :thlf.oug h wo ILd-6 - - a.1.> .6 e. e.n by one. .i.nd.lv .ldu al 
who :the.n ILe.ve.alli :th/Lough h.l1.> c.ILe.a:t.i.ve. m.i.nd :t1Lu:th1.> g!Le.a.:t enough 
:to be. 1Le.p1Le.1.>e.n:te.d :to o:the.IL human be..i.ngli .i.n th.ii.> OIL .i.n a.the.IL age.li. 
The.ILe. alLe. :tho1.> e. who wlL.i.:te. .e..<.:te.1La.:tu1Le.; :the.!Le. a!Le. :tho1.> e. who· alLe. 
1.> e.:t o n a. e.1.> :th e.:t.i.c. 6 .i.lf. e. by .i.111.> .i.g h:t1.> .ln:to £..l:t e.JLa:tulL e.; :the.IL e. a.IL e. :tho li e. 
who a!Le. mov e.d by :the. .ln1.>.i.g h:t1.> :tha.t :the. £..l:te.1La.:tu1Le. p!Lov.i.de.1.> 
a.bout :the. :to:ta..e. wo!Lld 06 e.xpe.IL.i.e.nc.e., Ott a.bou:t liome. un.lque. 6a.c.e..t 06 
e.x p e.IL.le.nc. e.. 
Lt would '-> e. e.m u n.lq u e. :to l.l:t e.tta.:tuJL e. .th a..t £..l.t e.ILa.tufL e. .i.1.> .t ha..t d e.p.i.c.:t.i.o n 
o 6 e.xpe.IL.le.nc.e. wh.i.c.h e.na.b.e.e.1.i a pe.1L1.> on :to c.ILe.a:te. wLth.ln h.lm-6 e.£.6 
a :to:ta.l v-<.1.>-<.o n o 6 a wolLld :tha..t he. do e.1.> no :t have. :to obj e.c.:t.l(., y 
601L any pe.IL'->on olL 601L any d.l1.>c..lpl.lne., olL 6ofL antJ .i.de.al. 
Tha.:t .i.1.> no:t :to 1.iay :tha:t £..i.:tl!.ILa:tulLe . .i.1.i :tha.:t plL.i.va.te. , v.i.e.w 06 a. 
plL.i.va.te.· e.xpe.IL.i.e.nc.e. 1Le.lie.1Lve.d 6olL a 6e.w .i.nd.i.vJ.duaR.1.> on.Cy. WJJJ.1Ld1.> .tha.t 
alte. u.1.>e.d by m.i.£..f..i.on-6 06 pe.op.i'..e. ove.tt many, many ye.alt'-> a1Le. a.£.wa11li, 
601L e.a.c.h wo1td, .the. p!toduc.:t 06 one. m.i.-nd. A man u1.>e.1.i a wolLd; :tt•e. 
wo1td c.a..tc.he.1.> tl.i.ILe. and c.a.1Ltt.le.1.> me.a.n.lng. The. WOILd 6.i.nd-6 Lt1.> e..f.tl 
ln :the. d.i.c.:t.i.on.a.1ty al.> one. 06 .the. me.mlie.ltli 06 a va.6:t 1.>:to1te.hou1.>e of, 
Wo!td.6 nolL be..t:te.Jt c.a.1L1Lylng c.e.Jt:ta.i.n. k.lndli Oft me.an.i.ng. 
In a 1te.mo:te. bu:t 11o:t unu.6ua.e. c.ompalL.i.1.> on, we. c.a.n 1.ia.y :tha:t .t.i.:te.1La.1ty 
wo1Lb..1.> alLe. p!L.i.va:te. v.i..6.i.onli 06 wha.:t mu.6.t be. .th.e. pub.f.[c. ... domain 
06 e.xpe.IL.le.nc.e.. The. vJ..6.i.on.6 a.Jte. p1Llva:te. be.c.a.u1.>e. :the. one. man 
muli.t c.1te.a:te. :th1tough hl1.> .to:tal pe.!tliona.l.i.:ty h.i.-6 1te1.>pon1.>e. :to wha:t 
he. c.on.6.i.de.ILI.> 1.>ome. fiac.e.:t e6 .f..i.fie. :tha.:t c.ome.li a..6 c.ommon, .the.n a.1.> 
unu1.>ua..f. and, t).i.na..f.ly, .i.n .i..t1.> :to.ta.R. p.i.c..tutte., a.6 applLOplL.i.a..te. :to .the. 
human c.andl.t.i.on. 
I.t m.i.gh.t be. he.lp6ul :ta 1Le.a.f..i.2e. :tha..t :the. glLe.a..t poe.m OIL :the. glLe.a:t 
nove..e. OIL :the. glte.a:t .6ha1L:t 1.>:to1ty r li, e.a.c.h ma.de. po1.>1.>.i.ble. be.c.a.u1.>e. 
:the. po e.:t !Pr w1t.i.:te.1L ILe.duc.e.d :to no:thlng ne.lil.> h.i.1.> own . pe.ILl.>D na..e. 6.f.ow o 6 
.i.mage..6 a.bou:t h.i.m.6e.l6 a..6 h.i.m.6e..f.6 .i.n olLde!t :to he.a.IL, :to 1.>e.e. 1 and :to 
pa1t:t1La.y a glLe.a.te.IL vo.lc.e., :tha.:t 06 1.>ome. mov.i.ng v.i.e.w 06 .f.-l6e. l:t1.ie..e.n. 
\ 
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Every since World War II the horizons of foreign language teaching have 
been battle fronts between theorists and proponents of conflicting 
teaching methods and approaches to second language learning. One may 
hope that the fighting has stopped now that the cognitive-code 
theorists have popularized their findings of the promising success 
of a combination of limited grammatical analysis and use of English 
with pattern drills ( unlike the first "Polly-Parrot" drills designed 
to unconsciously condition.students to speak in estahlished _patterns 
with native-like pronunciation) are designed to teach pattern 
transformations and generative speech. But, regardless of the eventual 
outcome of the preoccupation with habit formation and pronunciation 
perfection that has almost col'lB.umed French teaching in at least the 
last twenty years, nearly all French teachers who use 1il n'importe 
systeme' now agree that writing, or composition, has been shamefully 
n,eglec'ted in the majority of systems, both new and old.· F6r everi if 
the techniques employfilallow equal attention to be.sperit on the teaching 
of'- l_istening, speaking, reading, and writing, the last of these four 
skills to be developed is often left with the smallest amount of 
clas.sroom time and tne least amount of direction outside the class. 
'Als,o, since the disparity between the spoken and the written French 
languages is so great, the difficulty of even the simplest writing 
assignment makes it somewhat unpopular among students early in their 
-.writing. experience, Furthermore, the lurking phantoms of '~w.e.ll-known" 
'E:ri.giish morphology and syntax are always likely to root out whatever· 
French systems a student has lately been ta~gh to write. 
~ndeed, a recognition of the intense hatred with which many American 
n~t.ive .speakers of English endure courses in English composition 
·'"could indicate that French composition could be hated even more, For 
not only does the American student .of French composition encounter 
all the difficulties he encounters in his English class, but he meets 
additional difficulties as well. Certainly, the study of composition, 
in which a young writer seeks to express himself in what seems to him 
a burdensome written medium, often causes depression and even 
psychic upheaval in a student who is sensitive about being corre~ted. 
Since his written words, favorite expressions, and clever locutions 
may seem to him to be pro.jections of his very self, its reorganization 
can produce anguish and hostility. And if such feelings are present 
in the student who reluctantly composes in his native tongue, they 
become int~nsified as he attempts to compose in another, 
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Indeed, when the native language is English and the second language 
French, the learner suffers from more than anguish and hostility. For 
there is a significant problem of interf e~ence between these two lan-
guages. That is, whereas an American high school student or college stu-
dent of English does not know enough about the English linguistic system 
to write acceptable English themes, he often seems to know English only 
·too well to allow himself to speak or to write in French. Instead, he 
writes English in French, Therefore, although a student may not understand 
the English system he uses, he is, however, so deeply attached to its basic 
patterns and vocabulary that when these conflict with corresponding French 
patterns he has greit difficulty in accepting the French. Most of the time 
such interference occurs on the subconscious level which prevents the 
.student from even perceiving- or dealing with the vague and untouchable 
frustration that comes from earnestly trying to write clearly, while con-
sistently having his papers rewritten by the teacher's stifling corrections. 
Indeed, nearly all of the problems connected with English interference in 
French composition result from the fact that there are a limited number 
1of patterns that are parallel in French and English: there are just enough 
!similar patterns to trick, subconsciously, the student into expecting 
,almost all sentence patterns and sentence pattern components to correspond 
between the two languages. Actually, however, only a few patterns are 
exactly congruent, while others are identical in some situations, yet not 
in others. Therefore, by assuming that certain French patterns allow him 
to channel his thoughts in the same way that his own language does, the 
American often thinks that he is composing in French when he is actually 
imposing English patterns on the French words he is using. 
For instance, one pattern that sometimes corresponds exactly to its 
English counterpart is the subject-verb-direct object pattern, In both 
English and French when a verb has a noun direct object, the word order 
of the items is subject-verb-direct object. Therefore, the American student 
has no pbablem in composing French sentences built on this pattern. How-
~ver, although English keeps this same word order--subject-verb-direct 
object-- when the direct object is a pronoun, French has. has a different order: 
.the prop.9undirect object- in French precedes :t:ather than follows the verb 
of which it is an object--except in the affirmative-imperative. Consequently, 
students often forget this difference in writing even if they observe 
it in speech, For although they may use strange patterns in speech 
without analyzing them, they of ten doubt and change them when .they see them 
in the graphic form--o-n paper. 
But however great the problem of English interfernce may be, it is not the 
only interference problem that American students face in French composition. 
For they must a~so learn to recognize and to remember French patterns 
wh~ch correspond to each other in some situations, but not in others. 
Again, the problem is more psychological than intellectual, for even though 
an American accepts without question numerous English inconsistencies, he 
may be reluctant to accept them in French. 
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Since there are these unconscious problems in both external and internal 
linguistic interference , one may wonder if it is possible for a student 
to avoid the almost uncontrollable act of confusing French syntax with 
English and not mistaking French patterns for others. At the beginning 
level, perpaps brief simple warnings against linguistic prejudice toward 
English, combined with an almost exclusive use of French in the classroom_, 
can help establish correct French patterns in useful mental tracks with a 
minimal trouble from Englj_sh, At the intermediate level stronger and 
more analytical warnings against English interference can be given, 
together with the greater use of .Er-ench basic patterns which now may be 
extended and expanded to allow' a wiGler range of controlled expression. 
At the advanced level the students can be allowed to indulge in the more 
meticulous comparative analysis and even in the heretofore forbidden art 
of translation in order to sharpen their awareness of the singularities of 
the two systems. 
In the second part of this paper I will specify more particular 
methmds and techniques that should aid in solving some of the problems 
the American-English student has when facing the task of written 
composition in French, 
. 
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The posing of the problem and the citing of specific difficulties 
are most essential for focusing on what needs to be done. Mary' 
fyetherton, in t[\is second section of the treatmen;t of the subject, 
indicates useful steps t:qat are being taken--and should be taken--
to solve some of the difficulties inherent in written composition 
on at least a two-language level, where one is certain to pose some 
interference for the other. · 
******************************************************************* 
This concern, e;xpressed in .the first part of this paper, may seem 
to ii;nply that second language learning is dominated by_ a preoccupation 
·for. ~perfecting tj:le form: however, .it is.- possible for even the beginning 
students as well as··the intermediate or advanced students to be );aught 
to wrl te French " ... with an emphasis on context "l!at't:Er' they have. 
become skilled in 11.stening. •ahd.-speaking and have learned to equate 
the spoken forms- ·wit'fc their .. written S¥mll'l1fa>:"This kind of composition-
. writing designed to communicate meaningful information not just to 
illustrate and reinforce learning patterns can be firoken into three ·, 
~tages: subsentence, sentence, and paragraph writing," ** .. ·according 
to Brooks' views in his work with language and its learning. ! .. 
· ·- ~n the ,first of these stages, 'the s.ubsent;~nce l,evel, the students are 
r.equired to compose parts of sentences by completing a half-sentence 
when it is read aloud by the instructor, played on tape, or dictated 
from a computer. This does not mean that the student completes the 
s;entences by writing down sfngle words to fill in blanks. He composes 
propositions in which items are bound together to create meanings 
w_hich transcend their glossary listing at the back of the text. In the 
s'econd writing stage, during the composition of complete sentences, 
~he student is trained to use meaningfully and accurately all the 
individual components of a proposition and to arrange them in acceptable 
s'.equences. In paragraph writing, the learner must align sentences 
"·in logical order and with a· sense of selection a.J:ld. synthesis which f s 
c.ulturally authentic and in agreement with current us~ge. "***Therefore, 
I . 
' 
Nelson Brooks, Language and Language Learning : T~eory and 
Practice, 2nd. Ed., N.Y,, Harcour~--Brace, and World, lnc.;1964,p,173. 
*' Ibid. , p . 17 3. 
*** 
Ibid. , p . 17 4 • 
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after the student has progressed steadily through these three stages, 
wherein his development has been carefully gauged to his experience, 
he is ready to begin to write essays and themes. 
For beyond the paragraph lies the realm of composition "where concern 
for creativity and the perfection of writing as a fine art begin to 
assume primary importance."**** However, no matter how creative, imaginative, 
and artistic the mind and talents of an American student of French, his 
'writing will be labeled as "contemptible," "illiterate Franglais" or "Frenglish" 
unless it conforms to established French syntax and morphology. 
An instr~ctor's first effort in composition-teaching, then, is to give his 
students practice in completing sentences from which key words have been 
removed. The second endeavor is to teach sentence-writing by presenting 
familiar information as raw material to be channeled through suggested 
!patterns. And the third objective is to teach the organization of sentences 
iwithin the paragraph unit by having students follow models in order to 
1encourage the learning of "logic of presentation and aptness of expression 
'in addition to correctness of form.''***** By structuring the learning 
exercises with these careful controls, students are allowed to gain experience 
in writing while their writing experience is not given the freedom to fall 
into the familiar interference traps mentioned above. 
The essence of these suggestions, therefore, is that students must be lead 
in an orderly and systematic fashion through the composing of propositions 
at the subsentence level, the constructing of complete sentences, and the 
integrating of sentences into paragraphs that are complete, unified, orderly, 
and coherent ******--but that are 'avant tout' 100 percent French. Then, 
and only then, after the student has gained experience and confidence in 
paragraph-writing, is he ready for more advanced composition assignments--
putting paragraphs together to construct essays, themes, and other forms of 
lcomposition. 
However, even now the students should not be given extremely long assignments 
to prepare until they have gradually built up their composition endurance 
f~om the one paragraph level to the five-hundred word theme, and slowly 
beyond that point. For in moments of fatigue, bewilderment in crisis early in 
one's experience in writing whole composition, a student often falls into 
fthe more familiar syntactical patterns of English, unknowingly slipping 
away from the more correct French ones. The result is that the student who 
is required to write too much French too soon in his development begins to 
write English in French. He uses a French lexicon but arranges it in English 
structural sche.mes: he employs English idioms and French functional devices 
filled with Rrench words. 
**** 
Bn6.oks, QE_. Cit, p. 174 
***** " 
Ibid, p. 174. 
****** 
James M, McCrimmon, Writing With a Purpose, 4th Ed., Boston, 
1967, Houghton Mifflin, p. 109. 
;./ 
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Another concern in addition to t·hat of length during writing development 
is the problem of choice of subjects upon which longer assignments should 
be written. Such choices should be carefully guided by the instructor 
until the American student becomes skillful in converting the devious 
Americanisms of his thought into standard, legitimate French. Consequently, 
for his. early writing assignments, he should be steered away from deeply 
personal subjects whose roots are entrenched in a purely American cultural 
context. For certainly the more deeply- ±ntimate the subject of his writing, 
the more difficult it is for him to separate the message of his thoughts 
from their English medium. Likewise, ideas evolving from the unique in 
American culture are more difficult to explain in any foreign tongue, 
especially in French wherein English interference is almost inevitable, 
Indeed, for the beginner, the best French theme topics are those taken from 
French literature and from French cultural concepts, 
Therefore, regardless of what method American teachers of French use 
to teach the phonology, morphology, and fluent manipulation of the French 
language, many of them have come to agree that no one pure system can 
achieve all the objectives of teaching American students to listen, 
speak, read, and write French with near-native success. Thus, instructors 
are discovering that the best method is a mixture of methods integrated 
to emphasize both analysis and practice. Furthermore, they are recognizing 
that all methods can be adapted tb the teaching of original composition 
guided by applications of common sense, caution, and control. 
r, , ., '>I.. " 
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Much work qas been done during the middle part of this century in the 
sensorial areas of the tactile; the worlds of touch, or pressure. Much of 
the work has been done by the psychologists and by the physiologists. The 
psychologists have been interested in human behavior and the tactile aspects 
of the individual. If, inde'ed, the. skin is the boundary of each organism, 
there must be external pressures to which every individ·ual must be sensitive, 
or sensitized. 6ne must make the minimal or minimum suppositions that every 
human being must view his own responsesto his own tactile pressures 
against the outside world , as well as the outside world's physical pressures 
on him, as an individual. 
In addition to such pressures as those which evoke pain, warmth, and cold, 
as physicai, there are the pressures which seem emotive or attitudinal in 
nature. I "do not need to labor the point that everyone is aware of physical 
pressures of all kinds or degrees exerted against the individual--such 
pressures as physical blows, the thrusts 2f ijllSts of wind, the backward 
thrust of the steering wheel, the reactive pressures of mattresses, underwear, 
gloves, shoes, socks, and other p~essures such is. heat and vater vapor. 
Then, too, there are the natural pressures exerted by the body against the 
entire external universe. Some of these are natural, mechanical, and operativ',e 
below the level of consciousness. Others are con-sciously manipulative. 
There is the opening of a door. There are the many twists and turns of arms 
and leg;s::~yery ~~ch a pa~t of facing an ordinary physical reality. Many 
bf"th~ tactileJexperiences are so automatic and essential that the'individual 
is not aware of them in a way which arouses emotions or which evokes some 
intellectual speculations. 
Then there are the pressures or exp,eriences.of touch wherein a certain kind of 
touch is expected. With the conscious tactile experience there is also an 
expectation. The expectatiun can be one accompanied by or indicative of 
an inte~lectual speculation. If I consciously search ouc to touch a 
certain object when I need to touch the object or when I expect to touch the 
object, there is at least some degree of expectancy which has to be justified. 
I might say to myself when I am trying to work out how to open up an object 
that '' if I put my right hand here and my ieft hand there and turn, the cover 
should come off.'' There the tactile experience is projected, some level 
of expectation brought into my intellectual focus, and some intellectual 
response while I am performing the action, or after the action is performed. 
.. __ ..... , - • 
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The world of the tactile is never free from the world of the emotions. 
Whether the emotional association is that of destruction, or that of expectancy, 
or that of rejection, or that 0£ deprivation, or that of dislike, touch and 
the emotions are many, many times inseparable. The one evokes the other. 
Lawrence Frank, in his excellent essay on "Tactile Communication" expresses 
his views: 
The skin is the largest organ of the body with a variety of 
functions including the crucial function of acting as a 
thermostat for reg6lating the homeostatic processes. 
Being exposed to the world,it receives the direct impacts 
of the anvironment which it mediates to the organism.Also, 
the human skin is being ~Dntinually renewed in the epidermis 
and is richly provided with sweat glands .•• The skin has 
both a taste and an odor ... * 
'!Implicit in the words is the important point that the world of touch 
is far from being a simple matter. Odor and taste ''strike.'' A particular 
.kind of an odor hits hard! We respond, I believe, to the odor as we often 
do to the physical pressure against the skin, generally, or against any 
particular part o.f the surface of the body, specifically. We are hit by 
·certain perfumes. We flinch. We advance. We retreat. Quite often the odors 
affect not only the nostrils, but the entire body • The odors can strike 
physically, with no previous expectation on our pare. We can anticipate the 
tactile blow of the odor. We can anticipate this blow intellectually or 
emotively. We can take attitudes or develop. attitudes toward odors, and 
the attitude will reinforce the striking power of the odors themselves. 
the world of different kinds of taste. I taste. licorice; 
Now, one may interrupt me and say that it is a 
,Such is also true of 
·the taste is a blow. 1
scientific fact that we can smell onli what is diffused as a gas, that we 
can smell no solid. I will agree, of couise, Then one can urge that 
no one can taste a solid, To taste anything, that thing must be in liquid 
form. The surface molecules of a solid are in liquid form, and, thus, when 
anyone asserts that he tastes cheese, for example, he really tastesthe 
surface molecules which have become liquified, All this is granted. 
But that does not take away the assertion that when I taste such a substance 
as licorice I am actually touched, and I do not mean by the mass or weight 
of the licorice as such. When an object is tasteless, quite often the object 
is tasteless because of behaviorial as well as physical reasons. It may be 
true that any form of experience which has mass, occupies space, and is subject 
to the pull of gravity does touch. In fact, it would be a contradiction 
~o·wssert that a thing does not touch. But, apart from that volume or mass 
factor, the odor or tasta does strike. 
* Lawrence K. Frank, ''Tactile Communication,'' •rticle from Genet~c 
Psychology Mnno~raphs, 56: p. 210 ( 1957). 
.._.,,., -
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We can make the same assumptions and assertions about sound. We are aware 
of the nature of sound waves, and we know, adequately enough, how they operate 
in our auditorial processes. Yet, sounds do strike. We feel them. They touch. 
I know what I have in mind ,and I know how a soft sound "feels" in a tactile 
wat. I can feel that pressure of the sound of the wave. I can feel the blow 
from the rolling tones of the drum. I can feel the shutting or opening 
of the door. 
•Then, I can also feel what I see. I am struck in different ways by the 
!
electromagnetic spectrum in operation. I am touched in different ways by 
red, orange, yellow, green, blue, violet, and black, and by all the combinations 
of color. For example, I, personally, feel whippped, cut, lashed, and 
infuriated by certain shades of orange. I am literally flogged by that 
color, and by certain shades of brown. I am jabbed by others. I am pricked by 
.pastel colors. I do feel them physically. 
Thus, in addition to the overt and explicit jab•; thrusts, pinches, twists, 
turnings, and crushing pressures from the worl~ cf sensible things, I am also 
:touched in many various ways by that which 1 smell, by that which I taste, 
by that which I hear, and by that which I see. And, as I have indicated in 
the process of developing this paper , the pressures, as illustrations 
of touch, are real, whether carrying real mass, or not. 
After a while--after I habituate certain kinds of real touch and after I 
habituate a positive or negative response or attitude toward touch whether 
physical by mass or weight, or whether by sound, smell, taste, or vision--
my feeling or touch about these aspects of experience becomes fixed or oriented 
~motionally. I am impinged on not only by physical materiality but bt 
1
the ±deas or emotions I have ~ssociated with the vast and bewildering world 
rf touch. 
!et~ despite the fact that we are involved, irrevocably in such a world, 
we do not have very much of a nonverbal world of appreciation or evaluation 
in terms of "as •• ~.as ••• :when.'' That is, we do not know how hard, soft, 
;malleable, or ductile each thing or idea ~ay be. When we assert that ''A" is 
'"soft'' and ''B'' is ''hard," we do not have clearly in mind the range that 
exists between that which is very soft, on the one hand, and that which is 
very hard, on the other hand. 
Then, too, my emotions strike me. I can feel ''anger.'' I am pressed down, 
physically, by grief. I am buffeted about by astonishment or amazement. 
I am involuntarily stretched.,in a vertical sense, by the impact of ecstasy. 
In all emotions within all emotive states, I am actually ''pressured.'' I 
am always touched. But the pressure or touch of words seems equally as 
!pervasive and as powerful and as inevitable as the pressure of touch itself, 
!or of the the senses in their tactile impacts. We need to conside?· the 
!force of pressure of words at some length. 
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Words strike! Words touch! Fhrases exert pressure. More macroscopic units 
of oral or written composition exert tactile force. Let us agree that the 
word is nbt the thing, not the referent. Yet, our skin can curl, expand, 
·wrinkle, or otherwise react to the word, as well as to the physical pressure 
of a thing, or as well as to the blows of that which we smell, taste, see, 
::ind hear." It is excellent that I should understand the difference between 
the w~rd and.th~ referent:.But I do feel., pbisically, the word. It may well 
be that I feel. that word as strongly as I feel an exploratory fingernail 
tickling the more sensitive parts of my anaf~my that are subject to tickling. 
~hen we say·that words have striking force, we admit that they strike the 
aftention; they strike or evoke the emotion~; they a±a in developing 
atti'tude·s ; but, again, .they also have physital impacts. Some words have 
·. mor'e::·ti:riking force than others; and such is the case for phonemic reasons, 
.,. · .perhii'j)s .•. 
~::~; .. '. :: A': 
~~It has ~ee~k~own for some time that phonetic elements of a language have a 
·certain ··scr·nting pow:er with respect to the other elements. That is, there 
is .a re:i'~'tive'. set .of values· among the different phonemes insofar as the 
ability,· to· strike the ·auditor(iaL blow is concerned .*Nearly all linguists 
: ·:working·~ with phonology will 'ii"g.,ree th.a~ the "th" combination has the 
::,: J:ea~t'.is.tr.ikihg power and that -the"i':1's,,in lin.e and the"oi"as in 
' ,_·, ',_ ' ''•t"'·-·~ H '~ ---
."soil\· hav~~.t;-he. most" striking power. 'At',. least .we have the upp\'r limits and 
•r •• --.-'t• .-· ·.t •' ·· -=•._:"... _ •, , • .~ 
«'."]:qwer."lfmi't'sk;Of striki·ng power. 
,~\ ;. ;' '::t:ii~~~.' f.~6~tt ~t· . . . .-
:.InYi:i"e•a:rt'y ·;,:fl «C:'Bi•s'es'~th·e,: si:r.i.king p.ower .of the phonemes is set out for 
.. i:.h:e·:~:~-~'eY .. sciµ'nc(s'_~n'ci'.it.(ir .the".conson~nta'.I sounds separately. Of course, 
. 'in, ·{:i:'\>:r;l';lnii/:b'ut: 'the· to.cal stiik:i,ng power ·of a· word, for example, the result 
«.wou1d:.,1);J •• tfre -'.total 'of. t)le' number ·of .relativ.e•: striking power figures 
;,t•'.J: . .:/i:::'.e:~sf(':.~'hbj,;,¢.!fie canst i cu't'i.ng th~· word. If, ~~'ot· example, the word "W" .-."has,;/:i;;~·y~:}di,st~dct''.J;_s:pv" i'iri'its . as 11, 18, 4, 9, 13, respectively and 
)'.«::onsl~'i';t;it!C!.very-,: ·the ,J:ota·l ... "~?PV," would be the figure "55." ** But 
"! 'ai!otli'er: fiict:or ''"shduld always be considered in dealing with intensity • 
. .. That ·•£a~ t'~'r:".'ila:s''.:'to;·.' .. ~b·e- con'S:fC!ere~f in t~rm.s · oi' the unit of time l!equired 
. ;' .• -.. 1-:, . ..,·._.-_,,,,.:1·.·~ :.--... · .:. - -·-< .. -..,··' l ... - .. _ .. ' -.~·"co art:icula't:e.:,,a::·,p·hone,me.,:·".;.or·~~.s~e,.t, of pho~·emes. :~,, 
'_·;·l*:·:_·~-~·~:~:-~~-... ~/.:,.- :~·.·-j···:._·---~-;·~ .:_:-~:>'":h ·.. _. ,·: ~-
.) · · . ·:". .. ·s'lic.h;"·::tnd'i.vid,uais ·as•if.J;>'aul Milts, J .B'.Kelley, Ralph Potter, and 
Errie~c<:R:C,.6's:Q:i{'t.i6'ik·.iii· '.this_:,:ajf~'a,,,.·Rob.son'! s .. book The Orchestra of Laniiuai?;e, 
• N ;,Y.. ·.~ ':f o.~E.£'o·i:t:·;·.i;igs 9 ,, :.:·19 iE.P,::• ·i's: ·a l.ana'mii_r.k in.: this area • 
.. .-·. ,:::,·· ,:.Ji':''**':". .;_r. ;-',;-:- J.f ...• - -.·-_. -~ -·.lf·h . - .,.. -~!· - : ,, ! 
' ".,:::~··~~l;"liii:;::;:R:el«:i'.t fv:e "Stt fking-'Power Val'ue·( s). :,. ' 
· :;;~~rf;~t~~·.~{i,i "~ . •{; ·· : , · 
. ' ' ., .. . . ·, .~ •.· '~'.:. . ' --~>~l-~;~ ;i,:: 
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Nearly all phonologists work in decimal fractions of the second when 
counting the time required to articulate a certain phoneme. The longest 
phonolo·gical time --duration-- is given for the "i" in "dine, for 
exa~ple, or the 11 oi'' in ~oil. as another example. *** Thus, we have 
two factors. First, there is the relative striking power of a phoneme, and, 
next, there is the relative decimal fraction of a second required to 
articulate'the phoneme. It m widely agreed upon that the phonemes 
"k" and "t" have the lowest rmts ***"°,for'. each has ar.rating no higher than 
.02 seconds. 
Much work needs to be done ~ith regard to intensity or texture. It is 
possible to have a relative striking-power factor of 25 and a relative 
mean--time in seconds of .20, giving, for intensity , 25/.2 , or 
125, It is also possible to have a relative striking-power factor of 
only 20 but a relative mean-time factor in seconds of but .1 • In the latter 
case or instance, the intensity must be calculated as 20/.1 or 200. 
Thus, the important point to keep in mind is that the result gained 
from dividing the relative striking-power value by the relative 
mean-time in seconds is the only fruitful way to approach the question of 
striking power--through intensity. 
Furthermore, it is probably equally important to stress the fact that 
the sentence value for intensity will give a more useful result than 
can be obtained from looking, separately, at the intensity value for each 
word. The rhythm of the sentence is carried through 11 ups 11 and ''downs" 
that are far more useful, meaning-wise, when considered in sentence 
context and design. Of course, this brief discussion does little justice 
to the substantial phonological work,that is being done in this area. However, 
the discussion is to be considered simply along the lines of auditorial 
stimulation initially. 
It is true that the words do appear to strike the skin and the other organs. 
The ~ncrease in blood pressure is more than directly related in an 
arithmetic sense to the difference in int;ensity. The intensity of 'the 
words does affect the entire tactile system, and it .does effect certain 
changes in this system. It is not enough to ascribe this "touching'' 
effect or thi~ ''pressuring'' effect to the action of the waves on the 
delicate auditorial receptors. The entire human organism seems to be touched 
with the intensity' of the word, phrase, clauses, or sentence. We now 
turn our attention to certain unique word listings. 
*** 
Robson,.££.• cit., pp. 148-149. 
**** 
Relative Mean-Time in Seconds 
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Experience with words and experience with the referents of words result 
in individuals being touchedo The word "hospital" can strike an individual 
in much the same way as a blow or punch might affect himo Whether the learned 
experience with the hospital is a general one of a negative nature that 
affects the whole personality and the whole human system subject to tactile 
pressures or whether the experience is one where part of the total experience 
in the hospital gives the general or specific tactile result, there is no 
question that what we experience can result in tactile experiences when the 
word standing for the hospital is usedo It could be that the sounds 
constituting ''hosp~tal" evoke the association of the soft punch of a 
hypodermic entering the skino In this instance, the one pressure from one 
single experience-among classes of other experiences undergone in the 
hospital - is sufficient to color the entire concept of hospital on the 
nonverbal level and the word ''hospital'' on the verbal levelo 
We could use many other illustrations. Now, we come to the area or realm 
of word associations in sequence or serial formo To use one illustration, there 
are at least sixty words which denotatively and connotatively refer to the 
nose, or evoke perceptions concerning the noseo There are such words as 
~snout,'' ''sneeze,'' ''snub,'' ''snivel,'' ''sniffle,'' snicker,'' and ''snore,'' among 
many otherso In addition to their evoking an image of the nose, these words 
also strike; They have distinct touching effectso There are other special 
lists with their special effectso There is a list of jarring and violent 
sounds, generally indicated through words with some onomatopoeic soundso 
Such words as 1'clacker," ''crash,'' ''clock,'' ''crackle,'' ''crash,'' ''grapple,'' 
"crow,'' and ''chatter''.have pressure or touch effects as well as sound 
effectso Of course, different individuals have different sensitivit~es to 
sounds generally, and to some sounds specifically. Those who hear the sounds 
most acutely are often those who feel the pressure sensitivelyo Now, 
of course, all this is not to say that every word does exercise a touching 
or tactile effect. Nor is it true that to be struck by a word is the same 
physical experience as to be struck by a stone, for exampleo It is possible 
to be scratched by the physical pin so as to leave a cut, or scratch, or 
trace of bloodo The word ''scratch" will, I believe, touch or exert pressure 
on the individual, without leaving the external physical marko 
It is the inner sense of to~ch that is quite likely the same in each 
instance. Sometimes, as is urged in Hamlet, the "word's the thingo" We do 
respond, then, to words through their striking power, through their intensity, 
through experience with the referent for which the words stand, and thruugh 
the words themselveso 
Each language will have words which because of their phonemic combination and 
their phonological ordering e~oke ·a set of serial or sequential associations 
which affect us in many wayso One of the most significant ways in which we 
are affected is that of touch or pressureo Of cou~se, there are other 
behavioral factors which need more consideration than we have been able to 
give hereo 
/ 
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R. Q. Wunfield ''Language Instruction and the English Idiom'' Part I 
I consider an "idiom" a set of words whose total meaning.differs from the 
sum of its parts. When one says, for example, that we have to make a 
concession--that we have to give up ~omething-- ''we have to ~ve way,'' 
we communicate or express an entirely different meaning from ''give''--to 
present-- added to' "way" or path or route. '.Yet, as is true in virtually 
all examples of idioms the metaphorical origin of the phrasi seems quite 
apparent. Of course, there is another condition where -itl-ioms..,gain their. 
effect or derive their nature through a functional shift; that is, 
when there is a functional shift which does not result in metaphor. 
In the example "He went home,'' we have idiom that comes about through 
completing the verb "to go" with the noun used as an adverbial of 
location. As with all verbalizations, any idiomatic expression or 
stateme~t comes from one individual. If the expression ''catches on'' 
within one or more groups, some wide acceptance results. Then the 
expression comes into wide usage on regional, national, or even 
international scenes. Eventually, an idiom, whether the result of 
metaphor or the result of a functional shift, obtains such wide 
acceptance as to become a part of the lexicon for that time and place 
in language history. Then people use it so regularly and easily that 
it does not seem as though idiom is being used. 
On the other hand, an idiom may not."catch on.'' It may remain tonfined 
or locked within a particular language--speaking community--usually 
within a· group of the same cultural or.sbcial backgroun4--or it may 
enjoy a period of popularity and then fall into disuse as it is supplanted 
or taken over by other modes of expression. 
"I ~are say' is another good instance or example of this. Not many years 
ago it was a popular idiom among a wide range of British people to 
indica~e the likelihood of an observation that the speaker was making. 
Today, it is rarely used, and I would· not be surprised if in a few 
years' time it• were to disappear from current or wii:!_e usage. 
·h~.irice idiom arises within a group of .cultural similarities, we can 
distinguish between idiomatic usages which remain closely bound to 
the diltural expression of a section of 'the language community and those 
which gain universal c'Url"en,ey. In fact, we shall find it useful to think 
of Engl~~h idiom in four broad divisions, which I shall try to 
illustrate: 
Wunfield ''Language Instruction and the English Idiom'' Part I 
Idioms which may have been 'culture-bound' in the past, but can 
hardly be considered to be so now and are generally accepted as part 
of the.lexical core of the language. 
Do you know the 'short cut' to the river? 
They all 'paid tribute' to John's generosity. 
This, 'by the way,' is not the first time, 
His parent are quite 'well off,' 
She refused 'to take part' in our game. 
2 
A large number of phrasal verbs fall into this category: put off, keep 
backp put on, put by, go on, get on, leavE off, work out, go into, 
look after, stand by, take up, and pick u·p, 
Now, we may well ask why we have these phrasal verbs, We have observed 
that idiom is mainly associated with metaphor. We did also observe that 
a functional shift results in idiom. Let us take a closer look at the 
category of phrasal verbs. 
We will agree that we have the following equations for meaning with 
respect to the phrasal verbs just noted: 
put off = postpone 
keep back = retain 
put by = save 
get on = make progress 
leave off= stop 
work out= ca·lculate 
go = continue go t~to = investigate 
look after = sup-ervise 
stand by = support 
take up = absorb 
pick up = collect 
It will be quite interesting to note that in virtually all cases the 
phrasal verb replaces the overt Latinate form of the verb. The only 
phrasal verb which is not in the set of verbs with Latin prefixes 
is that of ''leave off'' which replaces ''stop." In all cases other than 
that of "leave off" the phrasal verb carries more immediate· -tonal 
force or vigor that the single word (verb) replaced. In the case 
of that where ''leave off" is equated with "stop," there would seem 
to be a phrase carrying less pirnnological force than "stop." 
In each instance the use of the phrasal verb deepens the connotative 
range, and, in so doing, tends to evoke or express more emotive force. 
In using "put off" in place of ''postone,'' we substitute meanings for 
the rather neutral ''postpone.'' "Put off," for example, indicates more 
than delaying an act or decision. A negative or blocking note is 
introduced. The individual as well as the act or decision is involved. 
There is a sense of threatening power in the "put off" that is not 
present in the '' postpone.'' There is a personal equation introduced. 
It is not surprising that we arrive at the point where the statement 
"You put me off" carries far more than a "delay" meaning. We are 
moved, too, from the depersonalization in ''postpone'' to the personal 
note in "put off,'' 
./ 
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With "keep back" there is a sense of an order or command, There is 
also the meaning carried of holding something back. In addition to 
the note of holding back an idea, money, other things, or a group, 
there is also the note of ''holding out" on someone or something. In 
this case, as with ''put off: there is a more personal tone than in the 
single verb that the phrase substitutes for. 
3 
Each phrasal statement appears to have a much greater phonological striking 
power, as evidence by "put by,"" work out," "pick up," and "stand by." 
Further , each term seems to acquire more meanings over time. That 
is, the term becomes more personal and more errotive-evoking. Consider, 
for example, ''look after." A person can say that ''There is no need 
for you to stay, I will remain and 'look after' the matter, Here, there 
is the substitute for~---"-slfilerv.is.e." Then, the statement to another 
effect can be made. An-1rers0n says" Don't worry, I'll 'look after' 
everything for you.'' Here, we are away from 'supervise." The connotation 
is to the effect that "I'll protect your interests." Then, invariably, 
we come to the situation where there is a negative tone. In such 
an instance, we have something like the following: ''He thinks that he 
will get away with it, but, we'll 'look after' him." 
Obviously, we can continue in the same vein with each of these phrases, 
In using the phrase "leave off" for "stop" it might appear that we are 
'going for' less force. However, such is not really the case. From a 
phonological point of view, the force of the phrase is about the same 
as that of "stop.'' We can obtain a greater range of meanings with or 
through the use of '' leave off'' than we can by staying with the single 
verb. Let us go back for a short time and consider the five sentences 
set out before we considered ''phrasal verbs." 
In ''short cut'' we obtain compression and striking power, because it 
is not possible that the ph.r.as~ "the shortest way," or the "nearest way," 
or the "shortest distance'~- . has the force and direction of "short cut." 
Further, the tone of "cut" itself, together with the imagery o~tbuch or 
pressure brought about by ''cut: deepens the emotive tone of the phrase. 
In the sentence "They all 'paid tribute' to John's generosity," we 
have metaphor, of course. However, we are struck by the association 
of "tribute'' with that which is regal or imperial. The ''generosity'' is 
not legal or imperial, but the equation of meanings carried by ''tribute" 
serves to enhance "generosity." 
In the phrase ''by the way,'' we are able to enter the area of process, 
since ''by the way,'' evokes a sense of a continuing state of affairs. 
Thus, in '' This,'by the way, is not the first time,'' we convey a sense 
of having a chronological set of actions or omissions that establish 
a precedent, knocking out any chance that we are at a "first time 
position." Then, the 'well off' in "His parents are quite 'well off," 
deepens to a range of meanings apart from being wealthy or comfortable 
in a material sense, For example, the ''well off,'' also connotes a sense 
of leisure, of being free from pressures, Then, in ''She refused 
'to take part' in our game," we have a darker tone. For the one spoken of 
apparently deliberately refuses to cooperate~ It is not just a question 
of non-participation. Thus, the idiom, as discussed in this first section 
of the paper, extends the emotive range of meanings, at least, 
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R.Q. Wunfield English Idiom and The Teaching of English Language Part II 
I have pointed out the unique nature of.idiom in the first part of this 
presentation. In pointing out that Eng~t~h idiom comes in four broad 
divisions, I indicated that the first division dealt with idioms which 
were culture-bound in the past, but not so now, Further, I pointed out 
that a n~fuber of phrasal verbs fall into this first category. It was 
then noted-th?t the phrasal verbs introduce.,·mo:re. power, emotively-
speaking and that they do so through moving to different connotati~e levels. 
In the seco-nd broad division, there are strong metaphorical idioms 
which are to some extent culture-bound. They present little communication 
difficulty because the metaphor is so obviously apparent. We list some 
of these: 
He'lost his heart'completely. 
It was a'shot in the dark.' 
You 're 'wide of the mark.' 
Until you told me, I was'in the dark.' 
I am certain that you will'come around'to my 
way .of thinking. 
Please'fill me in'on the details. 
The metaphor is obvious. I suggest that metaphor is an indirect self-
contradiction, quite explicit in nature. The metaphor in the examples just given is such as to indicate that one part of the personality--
in each case-~is so strongly emphasized as to stress that part to the 
exclusion of all other parts, In the examples the stress is entirely 
negative. The ''sense " or the "head" or the "mind" is revealed as 
entirely inadequate. I am certain that this statement is readily 
supported in each example save tHat of ''come around." However, 
some reflection should indicate that the "co mi rig around" to "my 
way of thinking'' is not going to come about through the rational 
process~s of the one who makes the assertion. 
, 
The third class is also strongly metaphorical, but in ord'er to ensure 
successful communication, a superficial acquaintance with the social 
or professional activity from which the metaphor is drawn is 
required. The fallowing examples are at point: 
I know you've got 'something lip your sleeve.' (conjuring) 
There were no holds barred.(wrestling) 
He saw red. (bullfighting) 
We're down to rock bottom (well-digging) 
They had a stroke of 1-uck. ( from mining, a strike) 
.. ____ . ":':!---
English Idiom and the Teaching of English Language Part II 
In the fourth broad division, idioms which are culture-bound to one 
or more language variants and would tend to sound out of place and be 
misunderstood if used in other variants are dominant. Consider 
the few following examples: 
She told me she couldn't bear him.(bear his company) 
In ITT; new uniform heccut quite a dash.( made a smart and 
dazzling appearance) 
The manager gave John a severe dressing down (spoke to him 
in a manner indicating serious displeasure). 
She wondered whether he was on the level.(honest and straight-
forward) 
She stood me up.(discontinued a friendship). 
How did you make out?(What happened to you?) 
In this last class we have a number of phrasal verbs. Many of them are 
orthographicall,y identical with those in the first class, but have other 
culture-bound-connotations. 
2 
Such idiomatic usages arise out of the cultural atmosphere that is prevalent 
in the language community. It would be difficult with many of them to trace 
them back and discover exactly how they originated. "He was stumped for 
an answer" comes from the cricket field. "He had another look to assure 
himself that all was shipshape~ comes from a traditional nautical back-
ground. 
All the examples given may be said to be colloquialisms. But the border-
line between a colloquialism and an informal idiom is a very tenuous one, 
indeed. If one attempted to lay down what was or was not acceptable 
in formal speech, or· informal speech, or in writing, he would soon become 
involved in pointless and unprofitable argument. 
We have now to consider whether the classifications I have attempted 
are of any importance to a teacher of English, The teacher of English 
where English is the primary language has his hands full in this area. 
But the idiom is spoken; identification and classification are what are 
essential here. 
Then we have the teacher of English as a foreign language, He moves 
along these scales as his pupils' proficiency increases, selecting 
carefully among culture-bound idioms those of the variant which serves 
him as a model, and for the purpose of encouraging understanding rather 
than active use. The teacher of English as a second language faces 
a more difficult problem. 
English Idiom and the Teaching of English Language Part II 
For the whole point of a second language is that it must ultimately 
become available to the learner as a medium in which he can think 
and write creatively. He can express the whole of his personanty. 
He cannot be expected to do this through idiom that is culturally 
foreign to him. For this reason, we find in areas where English is 
used freely as a second language that a local variant with its own 
idiom establishes itself. We must be careful not to suppress some 
foreign idiom as "bad English.'' 
The examples given could be tolerated; in fact, we would do well to 
permit _t_hem·: 
We shall try for second-class tickets, 
I want to drop down to the corner, 
The examination disappointed me, 
I am financially weak this week. 
He went to take breakfast. 
May I follow you to town. 
It can be seen that the idiom is certainly intelligible. Of.course, 
3 
we are speaking here for the student learning- English as a second language, 
Even so, we could tolerate these statements for students using English 
as their own first tongue. 
As regards the first broad class, the teacher should encourage th~~tudents 
to learn and to use these forms. A little more caution is required 
with the second and third broad classes of idiom. The idiom should not 
be forced against natural inclination. Since few of them present ·problems 
of comprehension, there is no problem in exposing our pupils to them 
and 1 ea v i n r i t to .our !J up il s to pi ck and choose w h ate v er a pp ea 1 s to 
them. In any case, picturesque language has such a strong appeal for 
most language-learners that they will tend to use too much rather than 
too little. There is therefore little need to practice using these 
idioms. 
It is the culture-bound idiom that causes the most difficulty. These 
phrases tend to be misunderstood or misapplied when used within a 
cultural setting that is; forei_gn to their origin. One of the major 
difficulties facing an outsider is to gauge the right degree of inform-
ality in which they become acceptable. Even a slight error in this can 
give offense or cause a sentence to sound quite ludicrous. 
However, through films, radio, television, certain culture-bound idioms 
catch on and are readily incorporated in the local variant. That is as 
it should be. The more recent variants of English readily absorb from 
the older variants such usages which appeal and ''feel right.~ 
The vital thing is that the impetus to absorb a particular idiom 
comes from within, thus bridging the culture gap. 
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L.W.Bai:nes.: "Thoukhts on Robinson'.s ''Ought a~d Ough~"Not" 
' 
In Philosophy, The Journal of the Royal Institute of Philosophy, 
Richard Robinsun's "Ought and Ought Not"* suggests that there 
are four uses of "Ought." His first has to d0 with the "moral 
ought"; his second, with the "Prudential Ought"; the third, wi.th 
the "Ideal Ought''; and, finally, his fourth, with the "Probable 
Ought." 
In the first, the "moral ought," Robinson urges that the word 
"ought'' is used to express the moral law or necessity, It is 
interesting to note that he believes· that when one uses the first 
person singular and plural and the third person singular and plural, 
the :Lj!clusion of "ought" signs or signifies that "ought" carries 
t!ie mo"fal force. The sentences "I ought to love my father," and 
"She o&ght to love her brother'' state the moral law, necessity, 
or obligation. Robinson gives as a further example the sentence 
" You ought not to have spoken to your mother like that.'' He 
:1 c .. onsiders this a singular moral decision coming from some moral 
~ compulsion. 
We can see that each example given is a Pattern II Basic Pattern, 
using the transitive verb. The verb completer is quite singular, 
or specific~*Of course, we might wonder whether 'bis first sentence 
relied upon is the general law from which he derives his subsequent 
examples. He states that "We ought to honor our parents." · 
Perhaps we are to imply that the "We" is universal, and the "our" 
is also universal, leading to the equivalent of ''Everyone ought to 
honor his parents.'' However, perhaps it is the very ambiguity 
of the "We" and the "our" which gives the "ought" its moral force. 
·If the "We'' is the collection of a set of intimate 1§, and the 
"our" is a set of intimate mys," then we can have the-intimacv 
- ' ,, 
as in ''We ought not to have behaved like that toward our wives. 
Robinson is fairly convinced that '' You ought not to have done 
that'' is not a clear deduction from some moral necessity. If that 
is the case, then Robinson, and those who are in his camp, would 
assert, perhaps, that the verb completer "that" is not sufficiently 
explicit or singular for moral law force. W~ might infer that 
Robinson would agree that a knowledge of the total situation might 
find the statement one deduction from some moral law. It is worth 
stressing the fact such discussions as these are always more clearly 
defined when the total situation is defined. 
* . Richard Robinson, Ought and Ought Not," article in 
The Journal of the Royal Institute of Philosophy, Vol. XLVI,No.177, 
pp. 193 et sequentia. 
** 
By ''verb completer,'' I mean that which occupies the third 
position of a basic sentence pattern. 
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Robinson's next example is fair enough for his position: 
''You, being a strong man, ought to have gone to his aid.'' The 
position seems to be that ''going to one's aid'' does not specify 
a moral obligation or law as clearly as is the case when 
specifying what ought to be done or ought not to be done tg one's 
parent, wife, or other kin. Yet, there is a distinct uneasiness 
he:re,and perhaps the uneasiness is brought about by the very lin-
guisttc · ordering of Robinson's article; to use Robinson's 
own words: 
Even when the singular judgment characterizes 
both the agent and the action, as ''You, being 
a strong man, ought to have gone to his aid," 
it may still be obscure what, if any, moral 
law implies this judgment. *** 
.First, Robinson did not define "uoral law." 
for his purposes,''moral.'' He did not define 
11 law." And, he certainly did not define for 
for ours th•·cgncipt bf ·moral law. 
He did not define, 
for his purposes 
his purposes·or 
When we go back to his opening statement that the word "ought" 
•.. is used to express moral judgments. It is used 
to express moral laws, as in ·"We ought to honaur 
our parents ... '' **** 
we accept this initial statement to 
the effect that he considers honouring our parents a moral 
law. Certainly, it is his right to make that statement, trusting 
that the readers will go along with him . Now, our problem 
comes in accepting his suggestion that ''honouring our parents'' 
is a matter of moral law in a sense that ''going to one's 
aid'' is not. Presumably, we would not call it a matter of 
moral law that we should go to the aid of a safecracker. 
And it is tolerable that we would riot·be_chided were we·:~o insist 
that going to one's aid, generally, is a moral necessity, or 
a desirable act. 
We could take a look at "strong" and consider whether. that 
word refers to physical power, to emotive power, to moral 
uplift, or to intellectual power. To aid one's fellowman 
has been rather universally construed as a sign of satisfying 
one's creator, of being moral, of obeying a divine command. 
Now, if it is urged that it is common knowledge that one of 
the Ten Commandments relates to the honouring of one's parent, 
we can scar~ely disagree. However, it is also common knowledge 
that a good man is one who obeys the moral law, written or · 
unwritten ,and that coming to one's aid is a moral act --and, 
perhaps, a moral law. 
*** 
Robinson, op. cit., p. 193. 
**** 
Ibid. 
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All through the section dealing with the moral ''ought" Robinson 
struggles from a poor initial definition, I believe. It would 
have been more fruitful to open with the assertion that 
the inclusion of the word "morally" is both binding and explicit, 
at least from the speaker's or the writer's point of view. If 
I say that " I believe that you ought to obey this law from a 
moral point of view,'' I have no problem urging ''ought" and 
''moral law,'' whether I may or may not be redundant. 
Robinson points out that not everyone who makes a singular 
moral judgment may have in mind the general moral law or 
principle ~under which the singular statement may be subsumed 
or subclassified. Then, we are led to the thorny position 
of deciding whether individuals are conscious of the source 
for their particular statements. Presumably, if anyone agrees 
with someone else that a singular moral statement or judgment 
has been made, there must be some-common denominator. And that 
denominator points to universalization. 
Robinson uses as an example of a singular moral judgment '' She 
ought to be slapped.'' I do not know how we can call that 
statement a singular moral judgment. For if that statement can 
be a statement that can be other than a singular moral judgment, 
we have a real problem. Now, that statement cannot be a 
singular moral judgment and not be a singular moral judgment 
at one and the same time. If the statement is a singular judgment 
at''time alpha''and another that is not a singular moral judgment 
at''time beta,'' what can we guarantee about the time of its 
utterance or the significance of its occasion? 
The sentence "She ought to be slapped," could well refer to an 
occasion when Rhe might be slapped to bring her to consciousness, 
an occasion of concern, rather than one of punishment. Robinson's 
words do suggest that this singular moral judgment could be 
''deduced from several general judgments.''***** We know that 
words do carry~several meanings. We know that when words are in the 
dictionary they carry more meanings than when in a sentence-or-
greater context. Nevertheless Robinson's case is weakened consider-
ably by his failure to establish direct deductional routes from 
any general moral law. Robinson abruptly shifted his position. 
He shifted to one of defining "ought" in the sense of its 
being a categorical imperative. He negated ''ought'' as a value 
judgment. He finally rested his case as to moral law on his 
negation of the relevance of value-judgments. For him, "ought'' 
and "ought not" are equated with "right" and "wrong," not with 
''good''or"bad~ We ought to do what we are required to do, and 
what we are required to do is that which is right. We ought not to 
do that which is wrong. But, here, sadly, ordinary usage steps in 
to break up this Robinson gambit. We are quite willing and anxious 
to say that we ought to do that which is good; we ought not to do. 
that which is bad. In the next part to this paper,we look at ''ought" 
*****Rb' i 194 again. o inson, op. ct., p. 
******Ibid., PP• 196-197. 
,..---
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L.W.Barnes, "More Thoughts on Robinson's "Ought and Ought Not" 
In the last issue, I raised a few questions concerning the first 
aspect of Robinson's "Ought and Ought Not." The problem ·centers 
on language; the problem is substantially linguistic. In asserting 
that "ought" and "ought not" have four meanings--moral, prudential, 
ideal, and probable -- Robinson poses himself the problem of defining 
each term as separable from the others. Presumably, when one can 
find an area of definition for each usage uniquely different from 
the others, definition has been successful. In the first use 
and usage of ''ought'' and ''ought not" as matters of moral law, I 
suggested that in the article itself the distinctions made as to 
general moral and singular moral law do not hold up well. Let us 
look at his brief statements as to the "Prudential Ought." 
Robinson rives, in his article, several statements to aid in making 
the distinction he so desired: 
.•. It is used to express the prescriptions 
of prudence. " I think we ought to go back now, 
as the tide will soon be coming in.'' ''You ought 
to change your shoes.'' "You ought to buy 
diamond shares." "My lawn gets mossier every year; 
what ought I to do? "You ought to see the play; it 
is most amusing.'' Such ought-sentences are prescriptive; 
but the prescription comes from prudence and not 
from moral law. * 
Certainly, there is a difference between these examples given and 
''You ought not to have spoken to your mother-in-law like that.'' 
Again, there is the problem with "prudence." If the position 
is taken that there is a common,everyday, ordinary usage about 
"prudence" that is understood sufficiently well by all readers without 
the need to give a unique definition of that term, then we are 
working with some version of an ordinary language philosophy. But, 
even here there are senses in whi,ch not all of the statements may be 
for each occasion "prudential" in nature. 
* Richard Robinson, "Ought and Ought Not," The Journal of 
the Royal Institute of Philosophy, Vol. XLVI, No. 177., p. 195 
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In the sentence '' I think we ought to go back now, as the tide will 
soon be coming in," there is certainly a prudential element. If 
we believe that we are in danger if we remain where we are for the 
time and place of the tide, then the note of prudence will be coming 
in. If we regard ''prudence'' as a virtue, however, we are back to this 
singularity of moral law and the question of right and wrong. It is 
ooth good and right that we should be prudent; it is both wrong and 
bad that we are not prudent. We have a moral duty. ta"preserve 
the individual self, to keep one's own self safe. Now, if it is urged 
that we are dealing here with a prudential aspect of the moral law, 
that, too, is another matter. However, the "tide" that is spoken 
about might be the tide of evil. In the field of metaphor, we would 
be with a moral judgment, rather than with a prudential one. 
If it is urged that "tide'' is to be taken in a literal sense, then 
perhaps we should be quite precisely literal. For it is of the nature 
of man to treat the common "tide" in a rather uncommon manner. We 
simply cannot legislate out of existence or out of relevance the 
use of ''tide'' in a metaphorical sense. If it is urged that we should 
take all statements literally unless otherwise designated, there 
is also a problem there, for we find ourselves contemplating what 
man actually does and says on more than one level. 
Even in "You ought to change your shoes," there inay be a problem. 
It is possible that the "shoes" could stand for "ways." There may 
well be a moral necessity for changing one's ways. Then, again, 
on the more literal level, the changing of the shoes may be an ''ought'' 
not because of the need to protect the shoes or the feet. The need 
may be one of a moral duty to keep Aunt Bessie;s best oak floor 
free from mud, snow, or dirt. We ought to be concerned for the 
feelings and property of others. Npw, the other two examples 
" You ought to buy diamond shares'' and ''You ought to see the play; 
it is most amusing'' are more clearly distinct from the matter of 
moral judgment. However, the second one is quite different, 
"prudentially-speaking" from the first. I nm; leave the area of the 
prescriptive ''ought'' in both moral law and prudence to consider 
the first of his descriptive ''oughts,'' that of the ideal ''ought.'' 
The words of his article indicate that Robinson shifted to the 
descriptive mode in calling his ideal "ought'' a value judgment. Here, 
there is no command" or demand as to prudence or moral law. ·The 
first sentence ''Everybody ought to be happy" is not, according to 
Robinson, a prescription. It is an ideal. What a wonderful 
state were everyone happy. As an ideal, everyone "ought to" be happy. 
Robinson, in "Do you think the hem of this dress ought to be higher~" 
soon ran into trouble. On the face of the question, there is a 
''prudential'' note. There is a utilitarian note to the question. 
But then we are told that ''what the speaker has in mind is rather 
the question of beauty, of betterness, of the ideal dress-length.'' ** 
But the question is one of how we can know what is in the mind of 
the speaker and to what degree the question of that which is utility 
and that which is the aesthetic determine the situation verbAlly. • 
** Robinson, op. cit., p. 196 
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Robinson goes on to point out certain difficulties in succeeding 
sentenc"'> but his point is that there is a note of the ideal, a 
value-judgment quite distinct from any prescription. (He would 
have been on sounder ground had he indicated that in the four uses 
and usages of ''ought'' and ''ought not,'' two seem Hellenic and two 
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seem Hebraic, perhaps in the Arnoldian sense,) I now move to consider 
the fourth concept of "ought" and "ought not," that of the "probable 
ought." 
Robinson's position here is one of probability. His sentences 
"That ought to be easy to find, 11 " He ought to be here soon, "''I ought 
ta have oiled the bearing and loosened the nut,'' and ''He ought to 
have reached London by now," are examples. Some of them are more 
clearly at point than others. There is a definite concept of 
"under the conditions which exist,'' all leading to probability • 
There are fewer problems in this categgry than in the others. Of 
course, in such a statement as "He oug6t to be here soon,'' there can 
be a strong sense of obligation or necessity. Even in the others, 
there is still a note of ''If he did what he should have done, then 
.•••• "Now, there is no question that "ought" and "ought not" 
carry different meanings. Such a statement is also true of the medals 
generally and specifically. In fact, the term "modal'' would have been 
an excellent starting point for Robinson, 
It is also true that "ought" and "ought not" do carry tones of 
moral necessity, probability, prudence, and the ideal. It is also 
true that we could substitute other terms for these, but, in all, 
the terms would be somewhat synonymous. Robinson's article ·goes 
on beyond the points discussed to insist that "ought '' and "ought 
not" are not opposites. The article also asserts that the 
negative of ought is not the opposite of ''ought.'' He calls this 
phenomenon''a grave linguistic error in our language." 
Now, language does serve man, and serves him well. The defect is 
not a linguistic one, ~ut the defect is a lack of knowledge as to 
how language handles that which is opposite and that which is 
negative and not ·opposite.Language must serve the .faculties of man, 
and cannot not serve them. The problem involved with Robinson, at 
least as evinced in his article, is the question of terms. If one 
takes the position of the ordinary language philosopher, it is very 
difficult to make precise distinctions when the use and usage of 
ordinary language aiways'tend to idiom or metaphor. It is equally 
difficult to make distinctions with a highly-~prmalized symbolic 
language or logic about matters which so commonly affect so many 
of the languagea speaking community. Unless the language set aside 
for formal and exclusive treatment is number or design only, the 
terms must be known by a few philosophers only in one sense, and 
by the larger part of the speaking community in another sense, or 
in no sense at all. 
., 
At any rate, the failure of Robinson is a frequent one, and one that 
merits both sympathy and understanding. The only hope for dealing with 
an important treatment of ''ought'' and ''ought not'' more effectively, 
is a more precise format, one based on a more precise semantic 
functional design, And such would be true of a treatment of the other 
medals. 
